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:- Ford Foundation
.Awards $450,000
to RACE Project
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Yolanda Moses cochairs advisory board
that will develop a
smaller version of the
original traveling
museum exhibit

Dr. Yolanda Moses

The Ford Foundation has awarded a
$450,000 grant to the American
Anthropological Association's "RACE:
Are We So Different?" project, a traveling museum exhibit for which anthropology professor Yolanda Moses is a curator.
The new 'grant will fund the develop/nent of a smaller version of "RA<;:E: Are
We So Different?" for display in smaller
venues, and a companion book. The Ford
Foundation previously contributed $1
million to help create the $4 million
exhibit.
The new Ford Foundation •grant will
enable development of an exhibit which
See RACE, Page A-4

Serving the Inland Empire Riverside/San Bernardino Counties

LAG WIDENS IN INCOME

More Inland Workers Taking Second Jobs for Economic Reasons
The Black Voice News
MORENO VALLEY

By Chris Levister

On a recent morning N'zinga Raoul of
Moreno Valley reported at 8 a.m. to her
full-time job in Corona where she earns
$10 .50 an hour supervising workers with
mental and physical disabilities as they
assemble kitchen appliances.
She moved effortlessly around a tangle
of hoses and conveyor belts making sure
her charges had enough parts, helped those
in wheelchairs, re-ordered supplies and
completed an overdue production report.
At 3:30 p.m. Raoul drove home to
change into a red vest for her part-time
minimum wage job as a cashier at a
Riverside department store. Her 14-yearold son was studying and helping bis
younger sister with her homework. Raoul
grabbed a slice of cold pizza and a bonle of
water from the refrigerator and raced to her
eight year old sub-compact car in the
driveway.
"God, I forgot to hug them," she said
fastening her seatbelt. "I'll make up for it
when I get home tonight."
Raoul arrived home around 10:30 p.m.
in time to say goodnight to the children and
eat another slice of cold pizza before
falling asleep on the sofa in front of the television.
Slie was scheduled to be back at her job
in Corona at 8 a.m. the next day.
"I have no choice but to work a second
job. I need the money," said Raoul, who

Moreno Valley resident N'zinga Raoul (center), who assembles appliances at a Corona plant, is forcecl.to take a part-time job for economic reasons.

See JOBS, Page A-4
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Educator and Family Advocate Honored for Women's History Month
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

KUCR's Teddy Bear
Remembered
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Curtis Edward Wofford, Jr. better
known as KUCR's DJ ''Teddy Bear"
N01ce was silenced as he quietly passed
away at Riverside Community Hospital.
: Born March 27, 1959 in Gadsen,AI, to
Mary Jo Whatley and Curtis Wofford, Sr.
~offord is one of seven children.
: Wofford was employed by the
?Iighland Children Services, Victor
Qiildren Services and best known as DJ
Teddy Bear at KUCR.
Former co-worker and fellow DJ, Ms.
D states: ''Teddy Bear was my co-host for
two years on the "Soul on Sunday"
Morning Show that aired on KUCR 88.3

See TEDDY BEAR, Page A-4

Ebony Fashion Fair
Hits Moreno Valley
The Black Voice News
'

Thursday, March 27, 2008

Lois Carson (center), executive director of the Community Action Partnership of Riverside County since 1980,

was recognized as 2008 Woman of the Year in the 62nd District by Assembly Member Wilmer Amina Carter
(D-Rlalto) for her pioneering work in education and helping lower-income families improve their lives. At right
is Karen Bass, Assembly Speaker and Los Angeles Democrat. In recognition of Women's History Month at
the State Capitol, Carson was honored with .award recipients from all 80 Assembly Districts in a formal ceremony on the floors of the Senate and Assembly on March 10.

Lois Carson, the first African American
woman elected to the Board of Trustees ·of
the San Bernardino Community College
District, had a hard time persuading ·other.
trustees that campuses needed child care
services in the-early 1980s.
'That was difficult with a board of six
males who didn't understand that the world
had changed and that women were going to
work and needed child care, "t says Carson
of San Bernardino, whose efforts led to
child care centers opening on two campuses. "Women weren't going to school on a
lark. The economy had forced them to go
to work.'
Carson, executive director of the
Community Action Partnership of
Riverside County since 1980, was recognized as 2008 Woman of the Year in the
62nd District by Assembly Member
Wilmer Amina Carter CD-Rialto) for her .
pioneering work in education and helping
lower-income families improve their lives.
In recognition of Women's History Month
at the State Capitol, Carson was recently
honored with award recipients from all 80
Assembly Districts in a formal ceremony
on the floors of the Senate and Assembly.
·•Education and helping disadvantaged
people has been a big part of Lois Carson's .

women pushing the frontiers of opportunity.'
She is the national recipient of the 2007
Lyndon Baines Johnson Human Services
Award from the National Community
Action Partnership. She has been active in
National Council of Negro Women, the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., U.S.
Conference of Catholic Bishops,
Accrediting Commission for Community
and Junior Colleges and the United Way.
Lois Carson is also chair of the statewide
Disaster Planning Committee for the
California State Department of
Community Services and Development,
and has served on the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services' Monitoring
and Assessment and Information Systems
Task Forces.
She holds a bachelor's degree from Cal
State, San Bernardino and two masters'
degrees from UC Riverside. Both Cal
State San Bernardino and UC Riverside
have honored her a; a Distinguished
Alumnus.

Former First Year Teacher Recalls Anguish Of 2003 Layoff
The Black Voice News
INLAND EMPIRE

~

See EBONY, Page A-4

honored. I believe in women's issues and

"I PICKED MYSELF UP OFF THE FLOOR AND l,.EFT THE PROFESSION"

MORENO VALLEY

"It is that time of the year again when
the most sophisticated event of the year
comes to the city of Moreno Valley and
the community gets greatly excited to
have right in their front yard!"
: All the "VIP" tickets, which are very
;close to the runway were sold out as of
.last Friday, March 21st. There are still
:regular tickets available for $40.00 and
there are no bad seats in the venue.
. EBONY FASHION FAIR, the world's
:largest traveling fashion show, celebrates
,50 years with Glam Odyssey 2007-2008
'themed "A Fashion Journey In Bliss and
:Beyond" which will be hosted by the
More'nO Valley Black Chamber of
'Commerce Community Foundation
1which will benefit their Educational
:services/Scholarship Fund. Thursday,
'April 10, 2008. Moreno Valley
'.Conference· Center, 14075 Frederick
:street
•
;__ EBONY FASHION FAIR, the world's
largest traveling fashion show, celebrates
50 years with Glam Odyssey 2007-2008!
This.highly anticipated show will reveal
fresh, original and exciting designs when
it makes its debut on April 10, in Moreno
Valley.
·,, Glam Odyssey 2007-2008! features the
laJest styles by world famous designers
such as Vivienne Westwood, Carolina
Herrera, Oscar de la Renta, Bill Blass and
Jean Louis Scherrer. Thirteen magnificent models - eleven gorgeous women
(including a full-figured model) and two
strikingly handsome men - will don the
b~akthrough designs.

life,' Assembly Member Carter says. "She
knows how hard she has to work in a position that impacts the lives of so many
young people. She is someone that young
people can learn from and admire."
Lois Carson · said she was proud to
accept an award that recognizes women for
achievement and community service. "I am

By Chris Levi<.ter

Kimberly King didn't become a
school teacher for the pay.
She certainly didn't like the long
hours of preparation after school, the
mandated testing of students over
teaching them how to think, spending
her own money for school supplies, the
incessant focus on irnrnigi:ant English
learners, the ever present discipline
problems or even the bickering among
teachers and _administrators.
King loved teaching because it was
the only job she's ever had that "made
me appreciate the power of character.
Character is a diamond that scratches
every other stone . I had the power to
tum struggling students into gems."
Then first year teacher King persevered
in one of Santa Ana's toughest schools.
"There was no doubt in my mind I'd
found my niche. I fully expected to
retire as a teacher," said King, until
May 2003 when she found a layoff
notice in her mailbox.
"I was in a state of shock. I opened ·
the letter· very slowly hoping it was
some kind of mistake. It began: • "It is
with sincere regret that I am ,writing to
inform you ... your services will not be
required for the 2003-2004 school
year."
She says the layoff notices lan\:ling in
thousands of California teachers' mailboxes this month as districts brace for
millions in state cuts is troubling.
"It's testimony to the fragile state of

E-Mai l to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.<;:om

Kimberly King in happier times as a Santa Ana middle school teacher. Today she's selling text ~ooks to
school districts.

public education in Americ;i in general
and in California in particular."
She points to a 2005 RAND Report
which sliows California's public school
system lags behind most of the nation
on almost every objective mea&urernent
of student achievement, funding,
teacher qualifications and school facilities. California ranks 47th in the nation
in per-pupil spending, that's unethical,"
says King.
The report makes the scope of the
California's education crisis crystal
. clear, says King '.;'People seem to forget

the emergency budget cuts and hand
wringing is old hat for thousands of
veteran teachers, many of whom have
grown tired and left the profession."
In 2003 that's just what King did. "I
cried for days - then I picked myself up
off the floor, and traded my #2 pencils
for a job selling text books to school
districts."
An experience she calls insulting and
painful. "I had worked so hard that first
year. Then there were the long hours of
preparation for certification. I felt -like I
was turning my back on the students. I

came from a family of teachers. My
new husband is a teacher. My mother
was a teacher."
King says she's not bitter but worried
that as layoff warnings land in new
teacher's mailboxes many will follow
her out of the profession.
"Public schools have become the sacrificial lamb," laments King. She said
when the budgets get out of whack the
ax falls on schools first.
·
King appears visibly agitated when
the discussion turns to the so-called
schools accountability movement of

P.O. Box 1581 , Riverside, California 92502 (951) 6~2-6070 ©Black Voice News 2007
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the 1990s which in 2001 hatched
President Bush's 'No Child Left
Behind ' Act.
"It was one of the few things Mr.
Bush did right. He put the failure of
public education in America on the
national agenda."
She credits "No Child" with forcing
states to invest billions in developing
higher academic standards and tests
aimed at holding schools accountable.
King claims 'No Child' became mired
in political infighting and ultimately
left a lot of states scrambling to pay for
mandated programs while at the same
time the federal government cut funding to schools.
"You can't blame the governor, his
job is to balance the state's budget. But
at the end of the day it's the students
who will suffer. Many lawmakers
ignore the fact that it's not their dreams
being shattered. "It's our children's."
In urban school districts like San
Bernardino and Rialto, where many of
the. students read below the national
average and the four year drop-out rate
reaches 70 percent at some high
schools, retaining dedicated teachers is
paramount at any cost - "even if it
means raising taxes ," said King.
King points to a photograph on her
desk. "That's me in happier times," she
smiles with pride. A quote etched on
the frame reads: "Character is that
which reveals moral purpose, exposing
the class of things a man chooses or
avoids" ... Aristotle
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Wendy McCammack and ·city
Council Send Bad Signal
I started working on this editorial Monday morning to commend the
Common Council of the City of San Bernardino for the estabmhment of
a Youth Advkory Commhsion. I commend them because this ls far from
where the council was several months ago when it comes to their rela1domhlp with youth. One council member, Neil Derry, bad even told
fouth under 18 that their opinions or actions did not matter to the dt):,
Several others, by their silence, went along with that statement so the
~ to the public was youth ismes do not matter. So I was pleased
to see the council agree in
February to the 19 member
Youth Commission. The youth
commissioners wUI serve a one
year term and are appointed
by the Mayor and Common
Council. The Idea Is to give
them a platform ~ a voice at
the local government level on
the decisions which impact
children and youth.
So as I work~ on my commendation, I was surprised to go home on
onday afternoon and tum on the television to watch the council meeting In session only to bear Councilwoman Wendy McCammack call the
school board and district staff a bunch of "liars," The statement wu
inade after an agenda item was requested by the Superintendent of
Schools Dr. Alturo Delgado to postpone the agenda item regarding the
opening of another elementary school. I could not believe my ears, when
I beard Council member Wendy McCammack object to the request and'
call the school board and district staff liars and said they could not be
trusted. She went on to allege the district did not need the school and
accused the school board of misleading the couocil In the past.
Now bow many of you know when a district wanted to build a school
that was not needed? Sopledples the data on student population presented to build, procure funding and maneuver through lengthy permit
processes, might seem to be out of step with the current data, but to call
them liars Is going a bit far. McCammack even said the building of the
~ool would reduce the tax base by removing homes that now pay taxes.
Mayor Morris and former Colton school board member - now council member - Tobin Brinker cautioned the council that this was not the
right sipal to send another public elected body that the city will need
cooperation on future projects. I want to remind the council that this is
the body that trains our future workforce and leaders. The school district Is also one of the largest employers in the city. Many other busineaes exist in this city because of the school district. This same council member is always talking about attracting businesses and one of the first
thlnp businesses want to know is how are the schools? This is where the
employees' children wUI ~ educated. Their employees will want to live
In neighborhoods close to their neighborhood school. If your city doesn't
have the schools, the families wUI then live In other cities that cooperate
with the school district.
I have also noticed that Council member McCammack bas questions
about most qenda items. It is as thoU2h she is prompted by other people not at the council table to surface certain mues. Then she wUI hit a
word blockage and look Into the audience and ask, what word am I looking for? That Is alright but most of the questions are designed or framed
to embarrass another colleague or staff member who Is making a pres-

Letter to the Editor
Barack Obama's Pastor
Gotta be fair. Gotta put the shoe on
the other foot. If John McCain had gone
to the same church aJ1 his adult life, had
embraced the pastor as a mentor and
friend, even naming his book after one
of the pastor's sermons - then let's say
that that pastor had at least once

through sermons in which men th'ey
deeply respected had said stupid and
regrettable things.
~
But why bother with honesty wb~ •
you can win one for Our Side! He~•s
for stretching the facts! One, two, thrae;
Whoo-Hoo!
. , ],\

Meagan Rockwe~'

..

The Rules By Any Other Name

n ' •
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It is truly a testament to the ego and
tenacity - both admirable qualities in a
president - of Hillary Clinton that she
and her campaign continue to press for
the recognition of the delegates from
Florida and Michigan. Speaking at the
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, the
Democratic presidential hopeful stated
that ''The results of those primaries were
fair and they should be honored." No
doubt it depends on your definition of
fair. It should be noted that in Michigan,
Mrs. Clinton's name was the only one on
the ballot. Unfortunately, the current
controversy also provides further testimony of the Clinton propensity to cast
rules aside in order to get the results they
want.
When her husband spread his DNA all
over their wedding vows, rather than
toss the bum out on his ear and strut her
stuff to an authentic old school feminists
track, she chose instead to blame it all on
conspiracy. Now she is attempting to
ride into the oval office on her husband's
coattails touting her experience to the
rhythm of a new school feminist beat,
"you go sister girl!" Changing the rules
in the middle of the game is, alas, a quality most find rather unpleasant in a
leader.
Clinton continued her remarks before
the chamber: "In my view there are two
options: Honor the results or hold new

pledges that read ' I _ _ _ _ __
Democratic Candidate for President,
pledge I shalJ not campaign or participate in any state which schedules a presidential election primary · or caucus
before Feb. 5, 2008, except for the states
of Iowa, Nevada, New Hampshire and
South Carolina...•
The states went ahead with the
changes feeling fairly confident that the
eventual nominee would seat their convention delegates anyway and all would
be forgiven. Of course, neither the
Michigan or the Florida legislature or
any of the candidates imagined that no
candidate would march into Denver
without the requisite number of delegates
to carry the nomination or enough
Joseph C. Phillips
nominating committee delegates to force
primary elections. I don't see any other the nomination.
So now Mrs. Clinton wants a do over.
solutions that are fair and honor the
commitment that two and a half million . Perhaps in the interest of time and
voters made in the Democratic primaries money, the vote can be held by mail. A
in those two states." There is, of course, mail in vote in Florida? The dead will
a third option:· Stick to the rules that truly walk again... right down to the post
were agreed upon prior to the campaign. office to mail in their_ballots.
I am also unsure of how this is fair to
The legislators of both Florida and
Michigan were warned that the change the candidates that chose not to camin the primary date would result in dis- paign in the states and are no.w no longer
qualification and a refusal to seat their in the race. Admittedly, their campaigns
delegates at the convention in Denver. were having difficulty gaining traction,
With the exception of Dennis Kucinich, but to borrow from the world of sports,
all of the Democratic contenders signed "that's why they play the game."
Further, given the rather even distri-

bution of pledged delegates, a new primary in both states would be more or
less a wash. What would not be a wasn,
is the super delegate tally. Recent anaJy:
sis suggests that a do over might gain as
many as 25 super delegates for Clinton,
enough to gain a foothold in influencipg
The nomination process in De1wer. '
Seems fair.
Rules are in place to maintain order.
To seat either slate of delegates at thi~
time is to make the rules meaningless.
To hold a new primary is to allow the
states to have their cake and eat it too.
They sought greater influence and no"!'
they have it. What is to now p~vent \\II
states seeking greater influence frol1'1
moving their primaries next time
around? Absolutely nothing, whi~li
oddly enough was the reason the DNC
imposed the rules to begin with.
What would be fair and honorable
would be for both campaigns to go to
Denver and negotiate. Changing tl)e
rules when it seems the quickest meansto a desired end smacks of the same·old
tired politics that this party was promising to change.
•

Joseph C. Phillips is the author of
"He Talk Like A White Boy" available
wherever books are sold.

In the Meantime ....

entation.

Obama Speech On Race Last Week

'---------- '~.,&.,---~----~--~...-------

the pulpit, why, most churches would
,be empty.".Nope. l'd show no restraint.
I'd print up that sermon as fast as I
could and show it to my friends as evidence that John McCain is nothing but
a right-wing reactionary in a moderate's
clothing. I would also hope that these
friends hadn't been to church as often as
me, and that they never had to sit

',)

• The bottom line of all this McCammack discussion • with the uglin~ ~layed and the short-sigh.fed mem~rs _on the c o ~
God" the schools can proceed without city approval to build a school to
serve our youth.

First, let me say last week's Barack Obama speech -Is worth reading
again and again.
I am about the same age as Rev. Jeremiah Wright and we have a lot
in common when it comes to our treatment and old sayings here In
America. I don't know where be grew up but I can tell be beard a lot
about growing up on the farm, even though he might be from the city. I
grew up under governmen.t sanctioned vigorously enforced legail7.ed
"Jim Crow" Laws In North Carolina. I also grew up having to raise
chickens from eggs after sending off and getting baby chicks from mail
order catalogs. One of the things you learn quickly about chickens is that
if you feed them in the morning they will wander all day Into the woods
and other places you don't want them to go, but at night "They (chickens) Will Come Home To Roost," its their nature. •
I did not hear all of Rev. Wright's message but I am very familiar
with the saying about chickens coming home to roost, especially in his
reference to Osama bin Laden's actiom. A~rding to a CNN Special
Report several years ago, our government had a spt!Cial reladonship
with Bin Laden and his Saudi family, and we helped train him in war
strategies. We even trained Saddam Hussien and gave him some chemical agents to use against Iran. If I am wrong In my recount of our relationship with these individuals and leaders, I want CNN to correct me.
Just like the chicken will come home after you feed them over a period
of time, Barack Obama's speech showed us bow race In this country bas
defined who we are.
The people of my generation love America, fought for America, and
even as America denied us our civil rights in this country we have built
with our blood, sweat, tears and life with 400 yean of free labor.
My younger brother Charles Donnie Brown once told me a story
about something that happened to him during the 1960's when he was
wearing his U.S. Marine uniform in the south. He was dancing in what
we called back then a "honky tonk" juke joint with a White woman. H
was there with some or bis White Marine friends from the north and not
familiar with southern beliefs on the fraternizing of the races, espedally
between Black men and White women. Some White male patrons got
angry with my brother and threatened to take him on because he was
Black. DonniJ! said he started talking another language as though be was
from another country and they left him alone.
That Black experience, during the 40's, S0's and 6Cl's, does give me a
different view on America than my children who grew up in California
or my wife from Pennsylvania. Even though today, according to
Governor Ed Rendell of Pennsylvania, he bas a state full of White people who will not vote for an African American regardJffl of their qualification and ability to bring a healthy economy to bis state. He should
know he is White and from Pennsylvania, plus he's a Democrat.
Obama's point to America is we now stand at another crossroads with
a great opportunity to break the shackles that have kept us attached
while_ yet separated as citizens living in the same country. Andrew
acker, author of ''Two Nations, One White One Black, Separate and
Unequal" point to the same conclusion. It is no mystery to those of us
w\lo see the many contradictions in our policies and treatment of other
nadons while-boasting about how we stand for fair treatment of all citi•
zens.
,
Let us embrace those different views of our country and move forward. None of us are traitors or love America less because of how we
have been treated by our government.
So in my opinion let us take this opportunity to sit ·down with one
another and share our experiences of growing up in a country that is
moving toward a more perfect union. Let us d.isc:uss the real issues and
· real enemies of America including those in the White House now•.Let us
discuss why our gas is so high and unregulated or why big business is
making unprecedented profits at the expense of working Americans and
why we are shipping jobs out of the country and laying off Americans.
e Obama said all of us are being taken advantage of on this nee is.we
while our real enemy in making plans to continue to keep control.

preached that all abortionists are going
to hell, that Democrats are nothing but
a bunch of gay-loving . ..blah, blah, you
get the idea.
Well, what would I do? Would I
show restraint and say to myself,
"Aww, come on. It was just one sermon.
If you judged every pastor by everything he said any time he stepped into

Unnle Frank Balley

By Linnie Frank Bailey
As politicians and pundits volley
around the wedge issues of race and religion - in their , uempt to beat back the
momentum of the Obama campaignwe are not putting the focus where it
needs to be in this country.
We are letting a mainstream media,

which spends much of its time covering high prices will continue in the years
out-~f-control celebrities, set the tone of ahead.
our Democratic nominating process. We
In the meantime.....
are letting inflammatory talk show
Food prices are soaring! Anyone who
hosts, spew division and dissention goes to the grocery store on a regular
among American voters. We are watch- basis, and by that I mean at least once a
ing Obama's Democratic oflP.pnent lead week, will tell you that in some stores
a scorched-earth campaign in·'Which the prices are changing daily! Watch the
party wilt be~l'.t.!llWl!l.11~.k~ifshed<>t: b.(~ e! ()f tl!e elderly in the grocery
not get her way.
'
store ....tliey spend a long time in the stain the meantime.....
pies sections deciding what they can
Our young men and women are being purchase- bread or milk?
injured and killed daily in Iraq- this
In the meantime .....
week the total hit 4000- and our nationHome prices are dropping like a lead
al treasure (billions and billions) is being balJoon, (for those who still have a
spent on a war that never should have home). Moreover, that back up plan we
been waged. It is estimated that the war had to use our equity to help with colis costing America $275 million a day! lege tuition, or to take care of our parMoney that could be spent on education, ents, or for our retirement, looks less and
infrastructure, and health care.
less likely.
In the meantime.....
Yes, there is a lot going on in our
Gas prices are spiraling and no one country.
will tell us the truth about the global
It is impera~ve, at this point in our
competition for oil (and food), and that history, that we elect a President who
even if fuel costs go down a bit soon, 'gets it' and will change how business is

Linnie Frank Bailey is a CoroTU'.b·, .
based writer, and leader of the Obamd•
Riverside grassroots group. Currently, ,
she is running to be a delegate to the,
DNC convention, along with Ree,;
District Trustee, and fellow Obariul:
organizer, Jose Medina.
.., ,:_,

CONTACT US

The Truth
Complacency with the status quo
has flourished throughout history.
Women and men co-exist with evil
and injustice in their everyday lives
until a catalyst for change emerges .
Small groups of brave people, and
in some cases a single individual ,
take a stand imparting honesty and
revealing the truth. These ripples of
hope collectively tum the tide of
human struggle.
Proceeding my own lifetime, I
have learned that the people o(the
Inland Empire have chosen silence
and compromise over truth -and
action. Through tacit acceptance of
elected officials that operate to the
detriment of our comrnt,mity we
have allowed their continued presence in our lives. This must cease if
we are to welcome positive and substantive change to our community.
Why won't anyone tell the truth
about Congressman Joe Baca?
Many are-afraid to share his documented history of bullying developers, credit unions, and city council
members. These transgressions
reward his financial contributors
such as TELACU. After the San
Bernardino Mayor and the City
Council received a pointed letter
from the congressman, the developer was granted approval to build a
90-unit, three-story housing complex at the comer-of Highland and

done in Washington. In his weU,.: '
received Philadelphia speech, A Moro.
Perfect Union, Senator Obama warns"'
"We can accept a politics that bree4
division, and conflict, and cynicism... :--..
But if we do, I can tell you that in the
next election, we'll be talking about
some other distraction. And then anotlrerone. And then another one. And nothing
will change .....Or, at this moment, in
this election, we can come together and
say, "Not this time.""
,
The choice is a clear one for tho~
with America's best interests. We will
not be distracted ... not this time....we,..:ve
got too much to lose.
'.,f'

Central avenues. ("SB council
approves senior-housing plan" SB
Sun, 03/17/2008) Nepotism prevails
when public officials under pressure
endorse his sons with each run for a
political office.
Publicly revealing what many
know to be true has recently cost me
my job with U.S. Senator Barbara
Boxer. Why stop now? Together we
must reject the tradition of supporting an incumbent for the sake of
political expediency.
·
Congressional candidate , Joanne
Gilbert, provides us. with an opportunity to challenge -the Baca family
dynasty. We need someone who
works for us. Residents of the
Inland Empire must demand more.
For more than eight years, Joe Baca
has "worked" to promote the lives
of his family, a select"few, and himself.
It is time for a change. Who is
going to be a champion for our children, our communities and the overall welfare of our citizenry? Share
the truth about Joe Baca with your
friends, family and neighbors . End
the lies, threats, and attacks of this
divisive figure. The time has come
to reclaim both our courage and our
community.

Rialto Resident
Corey A. Jackson

Tell Us What You Think

The Black Voice News welcomes letters to the editor. Your letters must'
include your name, address and adaytime telephone number. All letters ,
are subject to editing. Letters of more than 200 words will be edited. "
Writers should limit their submissions to one a month. Address letter to:,
The Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside, CA 92502 • Fax letters to (909) 682-6070 • e-mail to: leeragin@Blackvoicenews.com.
To reach the editorial department, call (909) 682-6070
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-''Donda West Law''-is Introduced
following the death of
K-enye .Wes('s mother, a
bill proposed by
A~sembly Member
Wilmer Amina Carter
(D-Rialto) on behalf of
t;J Colton family member would require. medical clearance for elective cosmetic surgery
>,
The Black Voice News

SACRAMENTO
· The Colton, California niece
of Donda West, the mother of
Kanye West, who died follow.i ng cosmetic surgery, has sought
out
62nd
District
State
Assembly Member Wilmer
:Amina Carter (D-Rialto) to
introduce legislation calling for
a requireme~t that any person,
prior to undergoing elective cosmetic surgery, have a medical
",
clearance
from a licensed physi-

cian.
The proposed legislation,
which is cal1ed the "Donda West
Law", is now Assembly Bill
2968. Yolanda Anderson, who
has lived in Colton since 1984,
has said that after her aunt died
on November 10, 2007,
"We
felt this is something we wanted
to do to make sure her death
wouldn't be in vain. We don't
want to let it happen to other
families. We've spoken to Kanye
and he's very enthusiastic about
it. II

due to a pre-existing medical
conditio9. The Los -Angeles
County coroner's report, as of
Jan. 10, 2008, said that West
died of "coronary artery disease
and multiple post-operative fac- ·
tors due to or as a consequence
of liposuction and mammoplasty.. :but the final manner of death
could not be determined."
When her niece, Anderson, a
property manager, decided to
pursue her idea for a law, her
husband John, a basketball
coach at Wilmer Amina Carter

"We felt this is something we wanted to do to make sure her death
wouldn't be in vain.
don't want to let it happen to other families.
We've spoken to Kanye and he's very enthusiastic about it."

We

e
-year-o
es ts
reported to have suffered com- ·
plications that led to her death
following an abdominoplasty
(tummy tuck) and breast reduction, which was performed by a
Beverly Hills plastic surgeon.
She apparently had not heeded
medical advice from a different
plastic surgeon to get a clearance

office in late November, Carter
felt that she should enter her idea
in her districtwide contest
called, "It Ought to Be a Law."

The winner of the contest, which
ended November 30, 4007
would see his or her idea introduced as a bill in <the 2008 legislative session and then have
the opportunity to participate iri
the legislative process.
The "Donda West Law" was
selected from all the fine entries,
Carter said.
"I received many thoughtful
Legislative ideas, but the proposal from the Ande~ns is timely
and definitely needed in order to
better protect our citizens from
unnecessary bodily trauma that
could result from elective cosmetic surgery, if they are not
physically fit to undergo surgery," Carter said. "This is not
directed at the many good plastic
surgeons out there who'· require
that their patients have a medical
clearance before they perform
elective cosmetic surgery. But
it's not a requirement by law, and
this will address those who may
not require the clearance."

'.,__
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Yolanda Anderson of Colton, niece of the late Donda West and cousin to
,

Kanya West, visits with Assembly Member Wilmer Amina Carter during her
March 19 Open House in Rialto, which was attended by 200 people. On
behalf of Anderson and Kanye West's family, Assembly Member Carter has
introduced Assembly Bill 2968, called the Donda West Law, which would
require that any person, prior to undergoing elective cosmetic surgery, have
a medical clearance from a licensed physician.
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~: SCE Celebrat~s Women's History Month By Recognizing Employee Lisa Cagnolatti
fhe Black Voice News
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As part of its celebration of
National Women's History Month ,
Southern California Edison (SCE) is
recogmzmg
employee
Lisa
Cagnolatti for the leadership quali0
ties she displays at work and in the
cpmmunity,
Cagnolatti exemplifies . the company's tradition of community service and reaching out to the diverse
communities served by SCE, said
Frank Quevedo, SCE's vice presi. dent for equal opportunity.
"We're proud of employees like
Lisa Cagnofatti, women" who hold
themselves to high standards and are
positive influences both at work and
in their communities," Quevedo
said. "We're recognizing all of our
female employees this month ,
•
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including African Americans, for
their courage, spirit, and contributions to our· company's success."
Cagnolatti was recently elected
vice president of SCE's business
customer division, part of its customer service business unit. Though
representing only 300,000 of SCE's
4.8 million customers, that segment
can represent as much as two-thirds
of the electricity being supplied at a
given time by the company.
Cagnolatti joined SCE in 1996
and has held a variety of duties with
the company in a broad range of
management positions. She previ- ·
ously was the director of the company's call center operations, an organization of approximately 700
employees providing service 24
J
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Freedom
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LOS ANGELES

,MetLife offers free Life Advice to
help individuals and families start
off the New Year with a renewed
focus on personal finance matters.
Whether individuals and families
resolve to start a business or secure
their legacy with life insurance,
MetLife has multiple resources to
help.
"The beginning of a new year is a
great time
assess your financial
picture and commit to building
wealth within your family and community, and having the right support
ih place will ensure your success,"
said Dwight Raiford, senior financial planner, MetLife. "The best way
t.o ·start. is to arm yourself with as
i:nuch information as possible, even
before you sit down with a financial
advisor."
-In partnership with a host ' of
experts, MetLife's Life Advice program provides free, easy-to-use
information to help families take
¢barge of their finances and build a
personal safety net. MetLife's Life
~gvice program offers more than 35
brochures and a comprehensive
~
e
b
s
it
e
(www.metlife.com/lifeadvice) with
free financial advi9e. The award.winning program is meant to support individuals through life's
Opportunities and challenges- both
~ e expected and the unexpected.
topics covered include:
: •
Life Transitions: Getting
fuarried? Becoming a parent? About
tb retire? Tips on how to make the
¥ 0st of it.
Family: From childcare to
1 •
ge,tting a driyer's license, how to do
v,,~at's right for those you love.
1 •
Finan'cial: Financial plan' for college, buying a home,
n~g
ell'joying retirement, or even all
t)u-ee at once.
; ·,•
Health: How to make
~marl healthcare decisions, help
ave a life arid more.
1 •
Major Purchases: Get the
tacts before you rent an apartment,

to

or buy a home, car, or ~at.
•
Business/Legal: How to
start, run and sell a business, plus
information on choosing an attorney
and the legal system.
Disaster
Preparation:
Protecting your family and possessions from earthquakes, fires, floods
and storms.
Insurance Basics: Do you
know what it takes to adequately
protect you, your family, car and
home?
•
Calculators & Tools: Use
our interactive tools to make more
informed decisions about insurance
and other financial matters, and
home improvement, too.
Individuals may access Life
Advice
resources
at
www.metlife.com/lifeadvice or call
1-800-METLIFE (l-800-638-5433)

California Gas Co. in a variety of
positi!)ns, including sales manager
and account executive. She also
worked in environmental and regulatory affairs. Cagnolatti worked
two years for Procter & Gamble
before joining the Gas Co. Cagnolatti, who earned a degree
in chemical engineering from the
University of California, Los
Angeles , and an MBA in chemical
engineering from Pepperdine
University, lives in Diamond Bar
with her husband and two sons in
Diamond Bar. She is a member of

the Council of African Am~rican
Parents, as well as Leadership
California, a network of accomplished women dedicated to advancing the leadership roles women play
in business, society, and public policy.
SCE has consistently been ranked
in Fortune magazine's annual survey
of the top companies for ethnic
minorities in America. Information
on employment opportunities at
Southern California Edison is at
www.edisonjobs.com.
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Offers Free "Life Advice" To Help Families Build Financial
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hours a day, seven days a week.
SCE's call centers handle approximately 12 million calls per year.
Before that, she was the director
of SCE's billing, payment, and credit activities; a region manager in the
company's power delivery and construction organization; and the manager of SCE's rural district organization, which encompasses approximately 39,000 miles and serves
150,000 customers, some of who
also get water and gas from SCE .
Before joining SCE, Cagnolatti
worked 11 years with . So1:1thern

to order Life Advice brochures.
Callers may request up to three
brochures, free of charge, each time
they call.
MetLife, In~. is a leading provider
of insurance and other financial
services to millions _o f individual
and .institutional customers throughout the United States. Through its
subsidiaries and affiliates, MetLife,
Inc. offers life insurance, annuities,
automobile and homeowner's insurance and retail banking services to
individuals, as well as group insurance, reinsurance and retirement and
savings products and services to corporations and other institutions.
Outside the U.S., the MetLife companies have direct insurance operations in Asia Pacific, Latin America
and Europe. For more information,
please visit www.metlife.com.

...

Things to do now that I'm 50.

PUBLIC NOTICE
THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY BEGINS FIVE-YEAR REVIEW
OF CLEANUP AT THE NEWMARK GROUNDWATER CONTAIIINATION SUPERFUND SITE
The Untted States Environmental Protection AIJ8ncl (EPA) has begun the Initial five-year review of
cleanup actions undertaken at the Newmalk Groundwater Contamlnatloo Superfund site (Site), In San
Bernardino, CalWomla. The review will evaluate whether the cleanup actions for groundwater at the
Site remain protective of human health and Ille environment

..

THE REVIEW PROCESS

Superfund law requires the US EPA to e,valuate the protectiveness of remedial systems f101erf five
y88B during the period of cleanup. This frve-year review, the first for the Site, will addnlSII the
protectiveness of gl'O\JndWater deanup actions taken at the Site. Upon completion of the review. a
copy of the final report will be placed In Iha local informatloo repository listed below and a notice will
appear announcing the completion of the Five-Year Review Report in the local paper.
THE ISSUE AND SOLUTION IMPLEMENTED
The primary objective of the review is to assure that the cleanup activities undertaken to addreu the
contamination of the AquKer are protective of both human health and the environment. Toa cleanup
goals established for the Site by a Record of Decision include inhibiting the groundw- plume from
spreading and ensunng the supply of treated water meets drinking water standanis established by
both the Federal government and the State of CalKomia. To achieve these goals. the groundwater Is
extracted from wells and treated to remove Site contaminants before the water Is supplied lo area
residents and businesses. The five-year review wil evaluate the short- and long-term ~
of the continuing cleanup actions to ensure protection of human health and the environment. This site
will continue to be monitored and five.year reviews will cor,tinue until the Site has been sufflclentty
cleaned up to allow unrestricted use.
COMM.UNITY INVOLVEMENT
As a part of lhis five-year review process, the EPA wiH cor,duct community intervieWs. If you are aware ·
of any problems or have any concerns with the remedy and would like to participate In the lnt8!Vlewl.
please cor,tact either Russell Smith with the City of San Bernardino or Lula Garcia-Bakarich with the
lJS EPA; contact lnfonnation below. tf you would like to be Included In our malling list and receive the
fact sheet, please contact Luis Garela•Bakarich with the us EPA; contact Information below.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
Please visit the Newmark website at:

Colon cancer is the second leading cancer killer in the U.S.
And it affects women just as often as it affects men. But if it is
caught in its early stages, colon cancer patients have a 90% survival
rate. Make it a personal goal to get checked when you turn 50.

www eoa aoYLreak>n09[Newmam

Or visit the infonnatloo reposlto,y to review the administrative recotd or contact EPA representatives.

.That way, you'll have plenty of time to get to everything else on your

INFORMATION REPOSITORY:

San Bemardno Wala Oepertment
300 N. D. Street - 5111 Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92418
(909) 384-5095

San Bemardno 'hJtttt Mlrlldpel
WalB District Offica,
1350 South 'E' Street,
San Bernardino, CA 92408
(909) 387-9200

John M. Pfau Library
Cal-State San Bernardino
5500 University Palkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407

EPA SupetMd Records Cent.
95 Hawthorne St.
San Francl8co, CA 94105
(415) 536-2000

list. Ca~ your American Cancer Society any time, day or night,
for free information on colon cancer.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Russel~Smlth
Community Liaison
Bernardino, CA92418
(909) 384-5558
smilh ol@slx;jtywater ggSan

Kim Hoang
US EPA Region IX

. 'Remedal Prqed~
75 HIMtlomeSl (SFD 1-4)
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 972-3147
t,oang kire@eoe 90'

Luis Gsti&-8aka1ct1
US EPA Region IX
Cmmriy~Ccmhb75 HawW1ome St (SFO 3)
Sen Fianciaco, CA94105
415) 972-3237 a
\ (800) 231-3075
9flPl;bekl'itJ hWPeoe 9lf

Hope.Progress.Answers. / 800.ACS.2345 / cancer.org

Not only is the EBONY FASHION
FAIR an exciting and entertaining experience, but since its inception in 1958, it has
Continued "from Front Page
donated more than $55 million to charita. All tickets prices include a choice of a ble organizations. Eunice W. Johnson, a
one-year subscription to Ebony magazine premier fashion authority, is producer and
or a six-month subscription to Jet maga- director.
The show is characterized by its glamzine and chances to win round-trip air '
our.
elegance and beauty and has all of the
transportation for two to any destination
served by American Airlines or ~merican energy of a Broadway show. The flare of
the world's most creative clothing designs
Eagle in the domestic U.S. 48 states.

makes EBONY FASl;::I.ION FAIR'S Glam
Odyssey an event that must not be missed!
EBONY FASHION FAIR is a division
of Johnson Publishing Company. Visit
www.ebonyfashionfair.com for more
information on the show and downloads
hnp://www.ebonyfashionfair.com/assembl
ed/dow□loads.html. A flyer is enclosed.
If you have questions regarding this
press release please contact Linda D.
Wright (951) 443-3611.

JOBS

.smal I gasoline allowance plus health and
retirement benefits.
The booming part-time workforce is
largely fueled by women, who have overtaken men to make up the majority of the
multiple-job market for the first time
according to a labor bureau study.
A big factor is the fast growing retail
sector, which has felt more pressure to use
part-time workers since many supermarkets and big box chains started staying
open for extended hours in the 1980s and
I990s. Last month the sluggish economy
created more part-time jobs than fu ll-time
jobs paying health and retirement benefits.
The part-time world is getting tougher,
says U.S. retailer's bigge t trade group, the
National Retail Federation. To cut costs,
many retailers are increasingly weighing
their staff toward part-timers says Daniel
· Butler, vice president of retail ,operations.
"A shift by more customers to night and
weekend shopping has created an alternative job market for part-timers who are not
paid benefits."
While the booming part-time job market

is a godsend for some it is an albatross for .
those who are holding those jobs out of
necessity.
Part-time jobs typically pay IO to 20
percent less per hour than comparable fulltime work. Often they offer no health or
retirement benefits and little job. security,
though some part-timers work as many as
35 hours a week.
Raoul has seen her transportation, health
and food costs si yrocket and with no end
in sight she's pondering yet another parttime job. Sometimes I have Tuesday and
Wednesday off. Sometimes I only have
one day off a week, she says, "It varies."
As the economy worsens, Raoul doesn't
see her fortunes improving. "I don't see a
magic bullet on the horizon. I'm taking
what I can get. I pray my family understands. It's the only way I can keep gas in
the car and food on the table," said Raoul.
"This reminds me of the hard life back
in Haiti, no rest just work. I don't believe
in going on felfare. So J have no choice
but to work more."

conversation about race, as witnessed by
the dialogue around Barack Obama 's
recent speech on race," said Moses, who
also is associate vice chancellor for diversity and excellence and vice provost, conflict resolution. ''This project will provide
educational information on this most
important topic to more Americans than
ever."
The original RACE project. a 5,000square-foot exhibit, opened at the Science
Museum of Minnesota in January 2007.
Since then, more than one million people
have explored the exhibit and related Web

site. The interactive exhibit, which is
booked at museums around the country
through 2012, addresses race and racism
from the viewpoints of science, history and
lived experience.
Moses also has been named to the edito- .
rial board of the new journal
Sustainability: The Journal of Record,
which aims to be the conduit for universities, business communities, foundations,
government agencies and environmental
leaders to share information and foster collaboration.

myself - who were new to working in
broadcasting - and he was kind and gentle,
just like a teddJ bear, even when giving
you the "bad news" about your performance."
"Please keep his family and friends in
your prayers. He's really going to be
missed."
Wofford attended Rubidoux High
School and Riverside Community College.
He is survived by his brothers: Joseph

Wahtley, Riverside; Jerry Chance, Perris:
James Chance, • Philadelphia; Dean
Ragland, ,Detroit; sisters Vanessa Evans,
Riverside; Marjorie Roberts, Perris;
Michelle Chance, Philadelphia; a host of
nieces, nephews and friends. He was preceded in death by his parents.
· Funeral services will be March 29 at
10:00 a.m. at Tillman Riverside Mortuary,
2874 Tenth Street, Riverside.

EBONY

•
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Continued from Front Page

emigrated from Haiti in 2001.
For many, the nature of part-time work
is changing. Take the Inland Empire, a
national epic center in the housing meltdown. Here more and more people are
working part-time jobs for economic reasons, rather than by 2hoice.
The U.S. Department of Labor reported
last week that the number of people working part-time rose by 100,000 in February
for the second month in a row bringing it
to 4.79 million compared to 4.13 million a
year ago, and the highest since 1993.
"Increasingly, part-time paychecks are
going in gas tanks, grocery bags and helping defray healthcare costs," federal labor
officials said. Some Inland homeowners,
many of whom are teetering on the brink
of foreclosure, are taking on second jobs to
stay afloat.
Raoul works as many as 65 hours a
week. Her Corona employer gives her a

RACE
Continued from Front Page

can circulate to smaller museum spaces,
civic buildings and universities.
Moses, who was president of the
American Anthropological Association
when discussions about the RACE project
began in the late 1990s, will co-chair the
smaller exhibit's advisory group and serve
as co-editor of the companion book.
"America is ready to have a substantive

TEDDY BEAR
Cont_inued from Front Page

FM from the campus of UC Riverside. He
was a fixture in the lnland Empire, and
more than one generation of the Soul on
Sunday listener family woke up to his
music and laughter. He opened the door
for many new artists and people like

www.blackvoicenews.com

Miller Girls Win CIF Title
!

ClF CHAMPS - The AB Miller Lady Rebel basketball team and staff after winning their second_ClF-2AATitle.
The Black Voice News

LONG BEACH

By Gary Montgomery
Sraff Writer
Inland Empire Basketball had a banner year,
sending a record number of participants to the CIF

Martin Luther King Assassination
AnniversaryRemembered At
Feldheym Central Library
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Dennis M. Brown will portray Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. in the Bing
Wong Auditorium at the Norman F.
Feldheym Central Library, Saturday.
April 5, at 2:00 p.m. The public is
invited to this free special event marking the 40th anniversary of the assassiriation of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
King was shot April 4, 1968, on the balcony of the Lorraine Motel in
Memphis. He was 39.
The program is a monologue.
Reverend Dennis M. Brown is the orator highlighting Dr. King's most memorable s~eches, accompanied by music
of the civil rights era.
Since 1975 Reverend Brown has
been active.ly involved with many
school districts in Southern California.
He has presented his renditions of Dr.
King before the Ciilifornia State ·
Assembly and Senate.
For more informatiorl._ please call
909 .381.8236.
.

Championships this year.
No program exemplifies the journey better than
the Fontana Millers' Girls program. After winning
its first title last season and getting bounced from
the State playoffs in the first round by perennial
favorite Long Beach Poly, the Rebels may not have
taken Saturday's win for granted but were clearly
looking for something bigger.
The Rebels relentless offensive attack put Los
Osos' star Cierra Warren in foul trouble early and
forced the Grizzles to look elsewhere for its
offense. With Warren on the bench, Miller was
able to establish a lead and keep it most of the
game.
Los Osos' only lead came early in the third quarter at 27-24. Their lead was quickly extinguished
by Chloe' and Lola Wells when they hit back-toback three pointers to regain the lead and control of
the game.
"It's been a long journey to get to this point.
When I started here seven yem ago my goal was

ju t to get our team here," said bead Coach Mel
Wilkins. "l knew that the Inland Empire had the
talent, it was just a matter of getting it done and I
think we've done that."
Coach Wilkins' success has obviously become
contagious; there were seven girls' teams from the
Inland Empire in this year's championship. Joining
Fontana Miller in this year's finals were; Rancho
Cucamonga Los Osos, Chino Hills Ayala, San
Bernardino Cajon, Fontana Summit, Ontario
Colony and Ontario Chaffey.
"We're not done yet, the CIF has set up the state
playoffs to start Monday, Tuesday and Thursday,
Saturday, we have a lot more_work to do," said
Wilkens.
So far, the Rebels have defeated Stockdale and
Long Beach Millikan and will play Long Beach
Poly on Thursday in the Semi-Final game of the
state playoffs.
GMontgomery can be reached @
sports@blackvoicenews.com

A Free Service
LeVias and .Associates
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300 Law Firms working together we will refer you to an attorney that spe,
cialize in your legal needs

Criminal Cases
Auto Accidents
Slip & falls
Family Law

Workers Compensation
Medical Malpractice
Probate

(800) 500-7047

Save
.s11ecial Offer\

o·n\y

$

97
mo.

Plus

FREE DVR Service (or a 2nd
Converter), FREE HBO . and Cinemax· , FREE
Wire Maintenance,
and FREE Installation! *•
Free services available for six months.

E,'(EAR\*
N
d Price for 0
Guarantee
. . all tnreefor promotional period

(//Chilrter

·be to and mamtam

wneo you subscn

Bring Your Home to Life with The Charter Bundle!

0

t

Digital Cable

Telephone

, , Unlim ited Call ing!

Includes On Demand!

Charter Digital Cable•

Charter High-Speed· Internet

Charter Telephone•

Discover Better TV!
• Watch thousands of shows
+ movies On Demand - many are FREE
• Tons of great entertainment - 100+
channels
• Ask about HD - more choices than ever

Get Faster, Reliable Service!
• Speeds up to 5Meg - up to 6X faster
than DSL
• 10 e-mail addresses per account
• Powerful security soft~are

Talk All You Want for One Low Price!
• Unlimited local & long distance·calling
• Includes Voicemail, Caller ID, Call ,
Waiting and more
• Keep your phone number when you
switch

30 Day Money Back Guarantee

Call Today!

1~877-SAVE-011
( 1-877-728-3011)

.,
I

©2007 Chart~r Communications. *Qffer valid untn 10/31/07. *•Free services available for ~r~t six mont!ls. Offer valid to new residential c4stomers o~ly. To be considered a new customer,.customer ·mu.st not have subscribed
to Charter D1g1tal Cable®, Charter High-Speed® Internet 5Meg and Charter Telephone® wrthm the previous 30 days and have no outstanding obhgat1on to Charter. Customers must subscribe to and maintain all three services
for the promotional period to rec~ive promotional price. Stanaard rates apply after promotional period expires and vary depending on location. Installation extra. Acable modem, set-top box and/or network card may be
required at installation. Equipment charges may apply. Taxes, fees and surcnarges extra and will vary depending on location. Programming may vary by_ market. Charter reserves the right to determine the level of service to
which this offer applies. Internet speeds may vary. cnarter does not guarantee aata will be secure. Unlimited long distance includes U.S., canaaa, and Puerto Rico. Charter reserves the right to review and terminate service
for non-residential use or abuse of service. Activation of service requires a valid service address and may be subJect tcr credit approval, or prepayment or require a maior credit card. All programming, packages, pricing and
services provided are subject to the terms and conditions of subscriber agreement and tariff and are subJect to ctiange. Services not available 1n all areas. Other restrictions may apply. Visit tfttp:/twww.charter.com/30day for
full detaifs on 30-day money back guarantee. Call for full details. ,oo,L,49
·
·
·

•
•
•

•
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Giving Back To The Community

Chronic Cough At
Night
Dear Dr. Levister: I've been coughing a lot mostly while lying down at
night. What causes this?
Chronic coughs have many causes,
but these are the four most common: If
you cough during the first hour after you
lie down, especially if you suffer from
heartburn, the cough may be due to
GERD (gastroesophageal reflux disease) If you cough in the wee hours of
the morning, especially if you also have
chest tightness or shortness of breath, ,
the cough is more likely due to asthma.
If you cough right after getting out of
bed and you are a smoker, then it may be
due to chronic bronchitis. If you cough
most of the day and have halitosis (bad
breath) and hay fever or sinusitis, it's
more likely due to post nasal drainage.
Also, having a cold can cause postnasal
drip and coughing which is made worse
at night because.you are lying down.
How do you tell? Talk with your doctor. If you have GERD, he or she may
recommend a medication that blocks
stomach acid production for several
weeks to see if the cough goes away. If
you have asthma it can usually be diagnosed with breathing tests. Postnasal
drip can be detected easily by using a
, light to look for mucus running down
the back of your throat.
If you have a cough or sinus drainage
' from a common cold or flu , try propping
your head up at night. Extra pillows help
keep airways open and free of the mucus
that triggers coughing.

Social compassion is indicated among
successful people by the degree to which
they do what they can to provide Selfless
Service to the needy members of a community. Truly Needy members are those who
are needy because of circumstances beyond
their control: are unable to help the giver in
any way; and who !llay reject or a~use what
is given. They are to be distioquished from
the Self-Made Needy who are too lazy to do
what they have to do to rise above povert_Y,

As , su1dents at Meharry Medical School
(Nashville, Tennessee) we were taught .to
give back 30% in free time to the truly needy
in the community. "Constructive "Wen"
people (individualist with a "We" orientation)•- who broke "hand holding" rank with
most relatives, peers, and friends in order to
follow and achieve their ambitious
dreams-typically are driven to return to
help lift others in the Black community. But
there is probably no more difficult question
in ones social life than to decide: "What is
the best method for giving?"
For some, it is Unconditional Love. For
some it is doing a little bit everyday to
improve the lives of others on the positive
scale. For some, it is trying to ease troubles
on the negative scale. What on~ decides to
do, if any thing, reflects the nature and
strength of ones character because to effec-

tively and efficiently help is very, very difficult. F~rthermore, to get needy people to
accept outsiders help and benefit from it is
even harder. Thell there are problems w.ith
the method. Do you give them a fish so they
can eat today? Or, do you teach them how to
fish so they can eat according to their work
output? Do you take them to the lake and
leave them there to figure things out for
themselves or 'do you provide them with
things they need so that they can do trialand-error? Or, do you take something away
and give th6m a swift kick to get them
awake? Do yot1, give them what they want so
that they will have pleasure for the moment
or do you give them what they rieed but are
not likely to even consider? Teachers have a
problem deciding whether to gear their
course materials to the slowest, to the average, or to the brightest. What is best? No one

has the right answer and different approach- Certain Black Community organizations
es and methods apply to different individu- (e.g. the Black Muslims) have used very
als-and even to the same individual at dif- effective and efficient methods on resistant
ferent times.
Black Americans and their methods need to
What r believe is that only a very few be spotlighted--and analyzed to see what
people reaUy want to be helped-as indicat- works and why. Then extract the prineiples
ed by them already struggling to help· so that they can be customized for wide
themselves. Srme of those on the higher application. Because historically Africans
rungs of the social ladder need to sharpen and their descendents have been and remain
certain things (e.g. Rational Thinking skills). a traditional people, what would seem to
ln my experience, they respond quickly to work.best- based upon my observations and
coaching. Almost all of those who are chron- experiences-is to do things of progress as a
ically strugg/ing need a change in their group. How this works has been well
belief system-particularly to shed the explain~d in the African Age-Set system by
effects of ,the Enslaved Mind practices Kenyatta (Facing Mt. Kenya).
attributable to slavery and to switch to the
ideal. My observations suggest that the very
nature of some of the'. Enslaved Mind practices prevent them from doing what it takes
website: www.jablifeskills.com
to start, continue, or complete the task.
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D.

The E~ster Bunny and the Easter Egg-Hun.t Tradition

Richard 0.

JONES
Of all the symbols of Easter, none
is more common than the Easter
Bunny. The first docum.ented use of
the bunny as a symbol of Easter
appears in Germany in the 1500s,
although the actual matching of the
holiday and .the hare (bunny) was
probably a much earlier folk tradition. In Germany tales were told of
an "Easter hare" that laid eggs for
children to find. German immigrants
to
America
particularly
Pennsylvania -- brought the tradition
with them and spread it to a wider

public .
Not surprisingly, it was also the
Germans who made the first edible
Easter Bunnies in the Easter Eggs.
In Medieval Europe, eggs were for. bidden during Lent because eggs are
a dairy product. Eggs laid during
that time were often boiled or other•wise preserved. It w.ts also traditional to use up all of the household's
eggs before Lent. Eggs were thus a
mainstay of Easter meals, and a
prized Easter gift for children and
servants.
The coloring of eggs is an established art, and eggs are often dyed,
painted, and otherwise decorated.
, Eggs were also used ii;i various holiday games: parents would hide eggs
for children to find, and children
would roll eggs down hills. These
practices live on in Easter egg bunts
and egg rolls. The most famous egg
roll takes place on the White House

lawn every year.
At the Passover Seder, a hardboiled egg dipped in salt water symbolizes both new life and the
Passover sacrifice offered at the
Temple in Jerusalem. The egg is
widely used as a symbol of new life
just as a chick might hatch from the
egg. It is believed that for this reason
many ancient cultures used ~ggs ·
during their spring festivals. The
Easter egg tradition may have celebrated the end of the privations of
Lent in the West.
Another Orthodox tradition is the ·
presenting of red colored eggs to
friends while givin? Easter greetings. The egg is seen as symbolic of
the grave and life renewed by breaking out of it. The eggs dyed red supposedly symbolizes the blood of
Christ redeeming the world and our
regeneration through the bloodshed
for us by Christ. The egg itself is a

symbol of the Resurrection: while
being dormant it contains a new life
sealed within it.
·
Resource: Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia
Email:
richardoJones 1 @verizon.net
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You may be eligible lo be a...

!

We have a program just for you!
• CHOA -California Housing
Opportunity Agency
• Ffrst -Time Homebuyers -

New and Existing H.ames available
• Cal HFA Homeownership program
• CHOA Lease Purchase Program
with 36 mo11th option to purcl111se
• 30 Year fixed interest mte
• Closi.ng cast can be finm1ced

www. Blackvoicenews
.com • 951.682 .6070

Call JESSIE SUTTLE for detail

951-279-9990
Cal HFA

l
I

Corona lVlen' s
Suit Outle t
Wait for the Big One!

fta.Lia;,i, DutjltedSui:ts ~ TU/xedo's

Free interactive Pre-Show, bring the l(;ds early to participate!
Hosted by Reality TV personality from CBS' Amazing Race: Jon Weiss!

DESIGNER ITIILIIIN SUITS:
Cara11elli • Mantefina Uoma • Pronto Manda
Giorgia Fiorelli • Ferretti • Cianni Cellini
llinci • Sergio Martini

WE CARRY ALL SIZES!
Jllteratians
Jluailable for
Men& Women!
Buy your t ickets online at www.CircusVargas.o rg
Also info and tickets at t he Circus Ticket Office or call

DRESS SHIRTS
4J:OR

877-GOTFUN1 (87 7 ~468-3861)
Thu.
(opening night) 7:30 pm
Fri.
4:30 pm & 7:30 pm
Sat. 2:00 pm, 4:30 pm & 7:30 pm
Sun. 1 :30 pm, 4:00 pm & 7:00 pm
Mon.
7:00 pm
"' Chino Only: Tue. Apr: 1 5 no performances - Wed. Apr. 16 7:00 pm

l
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fB Piece Special
3 Designer Suits
3 Dress Shirts

3 Silk Ties
3 Leather Belts
3 Designer Sacks
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Building Better Communities

C.A.S.A Child
Advocates to host
Walk with C.A.S.A

Baptist Church, located at 263 East
Dumas Street, San Bernardino under the
leadership of Pastor Jon S. Harris will
host a press conference honoring Miles
Dean, African American Pioneer
Cowboy and Educator traveling on
horseback from New York to California.

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Mr. Dean set out on this journey to
Children in San Bernardino County
· need to know that the community cares
about them. Join the staff and volunteers of CA.SA Child Advocates of
Slln Bernardino County as we celebrate
1:hildren 'in recognition of April as Child
Abuse Prevention and Awareness
Month. San Bernardino Mayor Patrick
l'vforris and Judge Slough will be on
hand to speak about the importance of
caring for the children in our community. Enjoy performances from local area
youth and dinner for the first 200 walkers will be provided courtesy of Tn-nOut Burger.
Meet at the C.A.S.A office at 555 N.
''D" Street at 5pm for registration on
Tuesday April 1st. The Walk begins at
the C.A.S.A office and concludes 2 ½
blocks down "D" Street al City Hall.
Upon arrival at City Hall where attenqees will enjoy performances from local
youth and words from Mayor Morris
and Judge Slough. Bring the family. To
learn more about the Walk with C.A.S.A
event contact the C.A.S.A office at
909,881.6760

The Fair Housing Council of Riverside County,
·
Inc.
cordiall)I invites you to attend its
SEVENTH ANNUAL
CHAMPIONS FOR JUSTICE
AWARDS BANQUET
i:11ursday, April .3, 2008
6.00 p. m. • Social Hour
7:00 p.m. - Dinner Served
Riverside Convention Center

On Saturday, March 29th at 10:00 am
Castle Rock Christian Fellowship

Juanita

BARNES
Bishop Keith Butler spoke about
the "Good Shepherd" John 10:11.
He said the day is coming when
you're going to either follow the
Shepherd or go your own fay. But
I'm here to tell you, your way will
lead you to trouble. As sheep, our
goal should be to follow ·•The
Shepherd. II There is only one
Shepherd, and his n.ame is Jesus.

HELLO MORENO VALLEY'
The City Council may allocate
$41 .5 million dollars for a Library
and
a
park.
The
City

3443 Orange Street, Riverside, CA
RSVP- (951) 682-6581

Honorees
CHAMPIONS FOR JUSTICE
Chani Beeman
Alfredo Colon
Tony Mize
Jeanne Ramirez
Waudier "Woodie" Rucker-Hughes
Faith Fellowship Bible Church
Golden Years Ministry

draw attention and celebrate the achievements of African American Ancestors in
the exploration, expansion and settle-

l =·• 1 ,., TRUE Suites with private bedroom, wet bar,
·

SPECIAL AWARDS
Senator Jim Battin
J. W. Vines Medical Society

Castle Rock will celebrate Mr. Dean's
"ride" by bringing attention to the Inland
Empire through this press conference by
providing him with a Heroes Welcome.
The following day, the church service

Starting March 24, 2008 the
scheduled street repairs City maintenance crews will be working on
Nason Street between the East
bound freeway ramps and Fir
Avenue. The work, which is.
expected to last until Friday, March

• Work or play, the best place to stay!

1

ment of the United States. Dignitaries
such as San Bernardino elected officials,
State Senator Mark Ridley Thomas,
actor Glen Turman, and a host of otlier
African American Cpwboys and Riding
Organizations were invited.

Redevelopment Agency is borrow• 28, 2008, is scheduled to start 8:00
· ing this money for six capital proj- a.m. and end at 3:00 p.m. Crews
ects. I) $22 m.illiol) for a new will close one lane each way.
both' north
library near City Hall. 2) $6.5 mil- Allow for travel time in
\
lion for Fire Station 110 at Inl:lian and southbound lanes. The area
and Cottonwood Avenue 3) $5 mil- could get congested so the public is
lion for a neighborhood park at urged to use alternative routes.
Indian Street and Cottonwood
Moreno Valley, don't forget the
Avenue. We have a neighborhood
park less than two blocks from 8th Annual Ebony Fashion Show
Indian Street and Cottonwood celebrating 50 years on April IO,
Avenue. We have a Fire Station on 2008. It'will be held at the Moreno
Indian Street, and we need · Valley Conference Center. For
improvements on Day and information call (951) 443-3611 or
Cottonwood Avenue. Write me or
call me at, (951) 682-6070 or email
to
pressrelease@blackvoicenews .com

WINDMILL SUITES OF ARIZONA - SUITE DESERT DEALS!

CHAMPIONS ON THE RISE
Ebony Mitchell
Justin Romero

Tickecs are $50 per person

Thursday, March 27, 2008 .
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microwave, mini-fridge, in-room coffee, Wi-Fi
Internet and more.
,., Enjoy a generous breakfast each morning.
,., Children under 18 stay free in adult's suite
,., Convenient to local attractions and events
To learn more or find out about specials,
please call us toll free or check online ...

www.windmillinns.com

Vi,ti!.

(95 I) 924-9429 or E-mail
mvbcc@yahoo.com The funds are
for· cultural events, youth work
force development, education and
scholarships.
Executive
Director/CEO/Founder Linda D.
Wright and her team have been
w_orking very hard on our behalf,
so let us support the event.

BE BLESSED,
J.B.

:

.

"·I'"\' · ·.,..,

~~m

·•·

(

For More Information Contact
Campaign Coordinator
Astrrd lvlickcns. D0PH. CHES
i00CJ) 387 01 i'3

GOLDBBRG & OSBORNE
www.1800theeagle.com

Advertise for as low as
Call 951 .682.6070
Anna Wenger
• Criminal Defense I DUI
• Divorce & Family l,aw
• U.S. Immigration Law
• Police Abuse Lawsuits
• Auto Accident Injuries

• Aggressive Personal Representation
• Criminal Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors

.ZULU ALI
Attorney At Law

Former Police Officer I Marine Corps Vet

By Appointment: Our Showroom or Your Office

el: (951) 782-8722 / www.zulualilaw.com

Law Offices of
RICHARD F. NEVINS
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS

·•,,~

•••
"'·""""""""'Rd. 1-800-nfB-EAGLE
.........., ,..• ...,,3
(1-800-MS-32+5) '

(9QCJ) 383-8480

'LIVING TRUSTS • WILLS • PROBATE

.

. ~lli:tfllii.·.

associate with lawyers throughout the country.

Aaron L. Turner

The Finest iu Custom Shirts

blackvoicenews.com

I

--..,;_,__ Law Offices o f - -

u Ill

visit us online ·

Trasylol®, a drug used to control bleeding during surgery,
has been linked to kidney failure, dialysis and death.
If you or a loved one had surgery and then developed
kidney failure, call us now at 1-800-THE-EAGLE for a
free consultation. We practice law only in Arizona, but

Business Directory
I

- ..

Give your all in all that you do. Then
the PLUS won't just be more, it will be

KIDNEY FAILURE LINKED TO
DRUG USED DURING SURGERY

ID:C033108A

Don Griggs- ·Direct 951-288-4230
Inland Empire

are

www.blackvoicenews.com

SURPRISE - CHANDLER - TUCSON

(800) 547-4747

will be held and dedicated in his honor. the difference!
Wendy is the founder and president of
All
welcome to come and attend!
The church will also pe providing a Personal Services Plus, Inc., an Eve{II
"Country BBQ" for a small fee.
· Management Company.
www.personalservicesplus.com or email
at
If you have any questions, please con- her
tact Rev. Jon S. Harris at (951) 218-0299 wendy@personalservicesplus.com.
or visit www.blackheritagerider.org to
learn more.

951

877

258-0060

OPEN 24 HOURS

Specializing
• Sisterlocks ™/Brotherlocks™
• Braids (Micro, Cornrow, Etc.)

591-ASAP

• Locs/Twists/Maintenance
• Children Welcome

(2727)

Ingram (Rocky) Washington
(951) 686-5193

(951) 601-1362

3995 Brockton Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501

•

IF WE CA~.'T GET You Our. Ycu'RE NoT GETTING 0 uT 1

Open. Mon.-Fn. Sun. by Appts. Only

IIVE BUY HOUSES

4LifcEnterprises.com, LLC
Presents

.,..c:11•••<=-•--••

w - Pc:ay .A.II C:le>• ■ -a
.A.--- ■c:I a.--,g.,hy -=>-lc:ay•
w - s-1._-- P..--bl-m•I
c..AL.a. ,.<>wl

www-s ■---••c:ca-rJP!-c:ca,m

http;'{/www.cash4yourhome1n24hrs.com

HEALTH

~

.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
R~~o~~

true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome

~

!.

Ask About Free Stuff

:4

~ About Discoon:J
- --

170 N. Arrowhead Avenue
Rialto CA 92376
(off Riallo Ave. be~n Cadls and Cedar)

www.wgrialto.com

fv1ORTGAGE

Eat
Wise
Nutrition Education & Prevention Strategies

Come experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded,
but always clean and friendly.

909.877.4305

I

Ruthie Ragin Realty is now doing home loans as
Higher Ground Lending. Still providing the same
excellence of Real Estate expertise, but can now
offer home loans.
Reverse Mortgages
Refinance
Purchase/New Construction
Construction
Competitive rates, excellent service and that familiar
tone. Call now

c:a

<95-0._. . . . _ . . . . . . .

iebbdrg.com

FREE Personal Training
FREE Nutritional Guidance!
Guaranteed Results

.::z.:a. 1::1 f t §

.A.---■c:1 T h - c : - m m i • • • - -

"Bringing Communiries Together Through Bwiness Cormections"SM

FITNESS

■..

CA.LL Tc:» 11>.-,._"V' ·
SELL Tc:».Mlac:»1Rt1Rtc:»W!!

951.-571.-3258 .

monicayourtaxlady@att.net ·
monicayourtaxlady.com

,r

C~Sl::I

Guide

951-782-9177 or 951-534-9701
951-782-9738 fax

.-va.--■■ -------- - - - • - - - - • . . - ■-....._
......-~C:c:»
. . 11:» ■ T■ c:» . . ■

~

Directory & Resource

3900 Market St., Suite #270
Riverside, CA 9250 I

.

L ___

.Inland Empire Black Business

Owner-Notary Public

a

.,.,..._,,...

FINANCIAL SERVICES

DIRECTORY

Monica Hodgson

&-fflail: olufeml@adelphla.net

' •

WEI.I.S
FA IHi<l

HOM E
MORTGAGF.

Reverse Mortgage Specialist
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200 • Ontario, CA 91764

'

Dr. Astrid Mickens-Williams
Owner & Consultant
Health & Nutrition Consultation Service
Be Smart. Eat Wise
909.556.5331
eat-wise@hotmail.com
http:l/eat-wise.net

Office: 909-476-8825 • Fax: 866-882-9134
Cell: 951-505-6335

irene.daniels@wellsfargo.com

RES1 AURANPCATERING

Mobile Catering
Anytime / Anywhere

Eat In
Take Out

'G ~M'S BBQ PALACE

~

MIIUTEIIAN

~PRESS

TomMcKeon

Call in Orders
Gumbo, ChiUin, Catfish

Quality comes first, because it's vour Image that ccunts.

10444 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92505
3527 Main St.
Riverside, CA 92501
www.gramsbbq.orj

...

Phone: (951) 782-8219
Fax: (951) 782-8217
email: gramsbbq@aol.com
tt

ph. 951.35).1754 • 951.351.1876

mmpriverside@minutemanpress.com
www.riverside.minutewanpress.com

J
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: Walton I Isaacson: The New Face of Entertainment Marketing~
sent the sophistication of now known as Walton I
Lexus than someone with . Isaacson, ~ full service brand
style written into their DNA? building firm with offices in
For Aaron Walton, co-founder Beverly
Hills, Chicago ,
of Walton I Isaacson, that per- Dallas and Tokyo. Their goal
son could be no other than was to "create the planets
Alicia Keys ,- whose luxury ' most interesting agency." So
rivals that of Lexus. It is this with some strong ideas to
creative thinking that has push them forward they
formed this and many other decided to "jump off the ledge
profitable partnerships, forg- together and create [their]
ing the way for Walton I new company Walton I
Isaacson in the world of enter- Isaacson." They were happy
tainment marketing.
to bring · on board the sports
Before W I I, Aaron Walton star and accomplished entre, paid his dues straight out of preneur Earvin "Magic"
Babson College as an analyst Johnson, who brought with
for Pepsi-Cola, and was soon him a "sense of the urban
promoted to brand manager community like no man I've
and PR support for local mar- ever met."
Along with
keting programs on Pepsi Aaron's · drive and . Cory's
sponsored tours for Miami intellect, the three make an
Sound Machine, Tina Tonier unstoppable team.
and Michael Jackson. After
The success of W I I can be
arriving
from
Michael attributed to the people.
Jackson's fourteen month " ... we knew that if we picked
international tour, Walton was the right team, we would be
loaned out to other Pepsi-Cola able to develop... the most
companies to "identify artists creative way to go to market
that [were thought to] be and to build brands." There is
appropriate to partner with." a great diversity within the
Wanting to continue his climb company and each office
up the business ladder, he left feeds. off of each other, provPepsi and created Aaron . ing that communication is
Walton Entertainment (AWE), key. As the only n;iale in the
where he formed connections Beverly Hills office, Aaron is
with large brands such as thankful to be surrounded by
AT&T, Banana Republic, "the angels" or rather the
General Motors and The Gap. strong women he works with
Walton sold . AWE to who are "leaders of their own
you 're like most, you think
Omnicom and in 2006 spear- right".
style, class, and an authenticiheaded a brand new agency
Unique through their own
ty you can't get anywhere
with partner Cory Isaacson, way of combining business
else. And who better to repre-

"'

Cory Isaacson and Aaron Walton

By Marci Casillas
RIVERSIDE

When you think of Lexus,
what comes to mind? Well if

with entertainment, W I I ere~
ates successful partnerships
with " . . .artists. that share sim~
ilar brand attributes that ~
consistent and can compli~
ment the brand." So it's no
wonder that they would pair
up Al~cia Keys with Lexus, or
that Reba McEntire, who hllS
sponsored two Habitat homes, .
including the first home built
entirely by women , would
partner with Whirlpool, .a
company that donates appli~
ances to every home built by
Habitat for, Humanity. They
look for artists that "want a
partnership, not just a spon~
sorship. It's really like, how .
can we work together to do·
some amazing things [and] .
provide an experience that no:
one else could."
Walton I Isaacson has beaten·
the odds as a minority-owned·
company and has dissuaded:
the notion that only main-.
stream corporations can survive in the business world .:
With high-profile partnerships:
covering the spectrum from:
Right Gin to Dove brands,:
'Aaron Walton can certainly be:
proud of his accomplishments:
and continue to build the:
skilled reputation of Walton 1:
Isaacson. ' 'People are starting:
to realizt; ' . .. there are more.:
things that you guys (W I I) dO:
that we didn't even know'.
'a bout.' And we will continu~ .
to do that."

'

-----------------------------------=ii

Actress Hattie McDaniel's
Memory Honored On S·t age

Highest Rating
by the Better
Business Burea

Highest Rating
by the Better
Business Burea

25th Year Anniversary
For
LeVias and Associates
.
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Party Time Old School Dinner and Dance
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Th.ankyou and all of Southern California for your loyalty and constant referrals
We promise you for the next twenty five years our service will be as good or better
than the previous twenty five,

•1 •••• " '
••t•of,
fl.1 • 'r C "" ,_,,

LeVias and Associates invite you to join us in our yearly
Old School Friendship Dinner and Dance.
Let's dance to the great music of
.
Marvin Gaye.The Temptations.The Supremes and EarthWind & Fire.

,· •

I

<
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·Actress Hattie McDaniel was known for saying ''.I'd rather play a
maid for $700 a week than be one for $7 .00 a week." Seventy years
·ago she won an Oscar. So in celebration of the Oscar winning, the
life of Hattie will be portrayed on stage at the Inghram Community
Center, located at 2050 N. Mt Vernon Ave.
St. Paul A.M.E. presents Vickilyn Reynolds in "Hattie ....What I
Need You to Know" directed by Reginald ,D . Brown. There will be
one performance only and only 350 tickets are available-for April
19, 2008 at 6:00 p.m. Tickets are available for $35.
For information call (909) 887-1718.

Saturday, April 5th 2008,
Hollywood Park Casino
.
3883 Century Blvd., Inglewood, California
8:00 pm - 2:00 am •• Dinner Served 8:00 pm- 9:30 pm
Tickets on Sale At
HollyVvood Park Casino
3883 Century Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90302

Men Su~sWarehouse
20715 Avalon Blvd.
Carson, CA 90746

$25.00 in Advance • $35.00 At Door if Available

Building Better Communities
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IT'S YOUR FIRST CHANCE lO GRAB SPRING'S FRESH LOOKS ON SALE.

25%OFF

30%OFF

SALE

Sportswear, knits and dresses.
Choose from:
•Alfani
•Spence
•Sunny Leigh
•Spring & Mer~er
•Studio M
•Cable & Gauge
•August Silk
•Charter Club
•Style&co. ·
,JM Collection
,Calvin Klein Dress
,Tahari by Arthur S. Levine
•And others
Reg. $49-$360,

Dresses, tops, cropped
pants and inore for girls
2-16. Reg. $16-$78,

249.99
Suits from Alfani,
Geoffrey Beene
and Jones New York
Collection.
Reg. $475-$550.
Sportcoats and
suit separates also
on sale.

sale 11.20-54.60.

sale 36.7S-269.99.

*

,·

'r

30o/o-S0%OFF
Fine jewelry collection.
Choose from diamonds,
precious gemstones,
cultured pearls, plus
14k and 18k gold.

t'

EXTRA 10o/o OFF

.
:

~l

ii

Only at Macy's. Hotel Collection"' 600-threadcount
Egyptian cotton sheets already on sale. Reg. $80-$1 75,
previously 59.99-129.99, final cost 53.99-116.99.
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USE THIS PASS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS,
WITH OR WITHOUT YOUR MACY'S CARD,
NOW THROUGH MONDAY.
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MACY'S SAVINGS-PASS
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EXTRA 15% OFF

SALE AND CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE
FOR HER, HIM ANOHOME. INCLUDING:
Women's suits, coats, lingerie and sleepwear; shoes
for h,er and him; men's pants •nd tailored clothing
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EXTRA 10% OFF
SALE AND CLEARANCE ELECTRICS
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EXTRA 10% OFF

SALE AND CLEARANCE MERCHANDISE
FOR HER, HIM ANO HOME, INCLUDING:
Women's suits, coats, lingerie and sleepwear;
shoes for her and him; men's pants and tailored
clothing; electrics and electronics
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AND ELECTRONICS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!

•1t ri,ri

SALEAND CLEARANCE APPAREL, HANDBAGS
AND ACCESSORIES FOR HER. HIM AND KIDS;
FINE, BRIDGE AND FASHION JEWELRY

•

=

l!!l!l!lll!!CX)

EXTRA 15% OFF

EXTRA 20% OFF

SALE AND CLEARANCE APPAREL H!,NDBAGS
ANO ACCESSORIES FORHER. HIM ANO KIDS;
FINE, BRIDGE ANOFASHION JEWELRY

10-

....._• nY

SAVE WITH ANY OTHER FORM OF PAYMENT

SAVE MORE WITH YOUR MACY'S CARDI

---_
iii\iii\ii

USE THISSAVINGS PASS OVER ANO OVER WEDNESDAY- MONDAY, MARCH 26- 31

-

IMCOOl WT. fflAl AND
nNDH wmr MACY'S CAID.

,:-,,r
11

All OTMU IOIIIS Of ,ATIIENT:

IUCnCAlt,allOWH:
!CAII
Ill llll<IWIDISE. SONTMIS
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TINDIUS NORMAL

-- -

Don't have a Macy's Card?
Get one and HIYt 15% more the day you're approved, plus the next day. That's on top of our regular
and sale prices. Our usual new-account discount is 10%. And there are even more rewards to come!
Through April 1. Excludes services, certain leased departments and Macy's Gift Cards. On furniture, mattres~s and area rugs,
the new-account savings Is limited to $100. Subject to credit approval. Visit your local Macy's for details.

the magic of

*

* macys

•

macys.com

Sal• prlc•s In .tfKt through April 6. Regular and original prices are offering prices, and savings may not be balff on actual sales. Some original prices not In ■ffKt during the past 90 days,• Jewelry photos may have been enlarged or enhanced. Ftne jewelry savings
excludes diamond solitaire rings and fine jewelry Super Buys/Specials. Fine jewelry Super Buys/Specials are excluded from Savings Passes/Macy's Card savings. , Advertised Items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selection may vary. Prices and merchandise may differ on
macys.com. Clearance, closeout, permanently reduced, new reductions, origJnow and special purchase items will remain at advertised prices after event and are available while supplies last. Only and Everyday Value prices wlll also remain at advertised prices after event. Everyday Values
are excluded from ·sales· and coupon/card savings, and rnay be lowered as part of a clearance. Sales apply to selected items only. No phone orders. Final cost shows price after extra savings, and does not include any Savings Pass/Macy's Card discount.

.
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Inland Pastors Recognized at Breakfast

.
Photo by Khai Le
Pastors with Premier Service Bank (not in order): Superintendent Lenton Lenoir, Pastor Ed Dillon, Pastor Jim E. James, Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds, Evangelist Tammy Gibson, Rev. A. Charles Langston, Bishop Craig
Johnson, Pastor Lacy Sl(kes, jr., Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr., Pastor Brian E. Kennedy, Pastor James B. Ellis, Jr., Pastor Kevin B. Mitchell, Pastor Eullas James, Rev. Ann Hilliard, Pastor Robert L. Edwards, Kerry L.
Pendergast, Angela Swanson, a~d Jessica Lee.
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

By BVN Staff

Photo by Khai Le
Altek Media's Dwight Crowmie

Photo by Khai Le
Professor Rickerby Hinds speaks with Daniel Teklai of Premier Service Bank.

Photo by Khai Le
Photo by Khai Le
Mai Akasaka, An a Wenger, and Kaylen Coney

Pastors enjoy breakfast.

Inland Empire pastors were
treated to breakfast on Good
Friday as part of The Black
Voice News and Premier
Service Banks appreciation of
their service to the community,
partnership with the Black
Press. an.rt commitment to
God's work.
During the appreciation ceremony, pastors from various
denominations
including
Seventh-day
Adventists ,
Missionary Baptist, African
Methodist Episcopal, NonDenominational and Church of
God in Christ were informed
of partnership opportunities
with The Black Voice News.
The economic power of the
church within the Black community positions the church
not only as a house of worship ,
but an economic leader within
the community. A survey conducted at the beginning of the
program with results given
toward the end, revealed that
among the 16 churches who
participated, estimated bank
deposits totaled close to
$700,000 per month.
This estimated power stated ,
Co-Publisher Hardy Brown,
"is just evidence of the economic power of the Black
Church in our community."
Cal Poly Pomona student
and BVN intern Kaylen Coney
stated of the event that, "it was
informative and nice."
The Black Voice News plans .
for · the . pastor's appreciation
breakfast to be an annual
event. For more information ,
contact BVN at 951.682.6070.

Photo by Khai Le
BVN Interns and Buckworld performers Tim Dupree and Davion
Clayton

~
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Announcements
Home & Business Services
Pets & Animals
Merchandise
Business & Financial

400
437
443

Schools & Education
Jobs Wanted
Employment Opportunities

Deadlines
3:00 P.M.
i

IAnnouncements 100 I
ADOPTIONS
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? We
match Birttmothers with Families
natioowide. Living Expenses Paid.
T~I Free 2417 Abbfs One True
Gift Adoptions. 1-866-459-3369.
(Cal-SCAN)
PREGNANT? CONSIDER OPEN
ADOPTION. Loving California
couples wish lo parent. Wal< with
a licensed caring agency.
Expenses paid. We can help,
please call: 1-800-972·9225.
www.AdoptionConnection.org
(Cal-SCAN)
AUTOS WANTED

Business & Financial

•

945

DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's
Cancer Fund! Help Save A Child's
Life Through Research & Support!
Free Vacation Package. Fast,
Easy~ Tax Deductible. Call 1-800252-0615. (Cal.SCAN)
DONATE YOUR VEHICLE!
Recieve Free Vacalion Voucher.
United Breast Cancer Foundatioo.
Free Mammograms, Breast
Cancer Info www.ubcf.info Free
Towing, Tax Deductible, NonRunners Accepted, t-888-468·
5964. (Cal-SCAN)
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
ALL CASH CANOY ROUTE. 30
Machines and Candy. All for
$9,995. Be your own Boss.
MultJVend LLC, 880 Grand Blvd.,
Deer Part, NY. 1-BBU2S.2405.
(Cal-SCAN)
At,IERICA'S FAVORITE COFFEE
Dist. Guaranteed Accounls. Multi
Billion $ Industry. Unlimited Profit
Potential. Free Info. 2417 1-800·
729-4212. (Cal-SCAN) .
Real Estate Sales Professionals
and Mortgage Brokers... Looking
for a 'WAY OUT"? Something
that's going UP in a 'down mar•
ker? STOP looking, click here
www.OncelnALifetime.us (Cal·
SCAN)
BUSINESS SERVICES
ADVERTISE! Newspaper advertising worts! Reach 6 milion
Californians! 240 newspapers
statewide. $550 for a 2S.w01d
classified ad. Call (916) 288-$)19
elizabeth@cnpa.com www.Cal•
SCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS
Online. www.JewishEverything.net
Only $5.00 A Month! 323-414·
1641 or 323-931-9868. (CalSCAN)
DISPLAY ADVERTISING! Reac!l
over 3 milion Calrromians in 140
community newspapers. Cost
$1 ,800 for a 3.75'x2' display ad
(Super value that worl<s out to
about $1286 per newspaper). Call
(916)
288-6019
eliza.
beth@cnpa.com
www.CatSCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
NEWS OR PRESS RELEASE
SERVICE? The Callfom11 Press
Release Service is the only service with 500 current daily, weekly
and college newspaper contacts in
California. Questions call (916)
288
6010
www.CaliforniaPressReleaseServi
ca.corn (Cal-SCAN)
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

I

Emp~yment Oppomlnijies

943 1

SAWMIUS FROM ONLY$2,990 ·
Convert your Logs To Valuable
Lumber with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill. Log skid•
ders
also
available.
www.NorwoodSawMills.com/300N
-FREE Information: 1-800-578•
1363 • x30().N. (Cal-SCAN)
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS
DRIVER . COL Training: $0 down,
financing by Central Refrigerated.
Drive for Central, earn up to $40k+
1st year! 1-800-587.0029 x4779.
www.CentralDrivingJobs.net (CalSCAN)
DRIVER· $SK SIGN-ON Bonus for
Experienced Teams: Dry Van &
Temp Control available. 0/0s &
CDL-A Grads welcome. Call
Covenant 1-866-684-2519 EOE.
(Cal-SCAN)
DRIVERS: ASAP! Sign-On Bonus.
35-42 cpm. Earn over $1000
weekly. ExceUent Benefits. Need
CDL-A and 3 months recent OTR
requied. 1-800-635-8669. (Cal·
SCAN)
LOOKING FOR COL Drivers with
5+ years of Experience. Your
weekly pay is based on a rising
scale of .36 , ·.41 per mile.
McKELVEY
1·800-410-6255,
• (Cal.SCAN)
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs
Company Drivers for ns Regional
Operations
in
Southeast
California. Excellent Benefits,
Generous Home lime &
Outstanding Pay Package. CDL-A
Required.
1·888-707-7729
www.NaoonalCarriers.com (Cal•

Com, Real Estate 975
SCAN)
WANTHOME WEEKLY with more
pay! $.41/mile for company driv·
ersl Home weekends and great
benefits! Run our western region!
Heartland Express 1-800-441 •
4953. www.HeartlandExp-ess oom
(Cal·SCAN)
HOMES FOR SALE

A4U RECREATIONAL COMMU•
NITY CENTER
A4URCC
ALL4U
16517 Cheltenham Road
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County

INSURANCE/AUTOMOTIVE

All 4 U Recreatiooal Commurity
Center, Inc.
16517 Cheltenham Road
Riverside, CA 92504
CORPORATION CA

LANO FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE
ARIZONA LAND BARGAIN 36
/>aes • $29,900. Beautiful mountain property in Arizona's Wine
Country. Price reduced in buyers
mar1<el Wonl lasl! Good access &
views. Eureka Springs Ranch
offered by AZLR. MJWR report &
financing available. 1-877-301-'
5263. (Cal-SCAN)
INVEST IN MONTANA Land fer
the future 20 AC with BLM Hunting
Land • $39,900 34 AC Tmber
Ridges & Min. Views • $99,900 40
AC with BLM Horse Trails •
$49,900 Year round road and new
uWities. Survayed, approved and
insured. Beautiful views, sunsets,
tons of elk. State land and BLM
access. Miles of hiking, ridi1g, and
hunting from your back door!
Discount pricing & sener terms
unti April 15th. Call 888-361-3006
or
visa
www. WesternSkie sl and .com
(Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO HIGH Country. 3-8
acre parcels, from $39,995 total.
Trees, views, underground utillties,surrounded by government
land. Low down, guaranteed
financing. www.SWProperties.com
1-888-812-5830. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140
acres was $149,900, Now Only
$69,900. Amazing 6000 ft. eleva•
tioo. Incredible mountain views.
Mature tree cover. Power & year
round roads. Excellent financing.
Priced for quick sale. Call NML&R,
Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal.SCAN)
NEW TO MARKET New Mexico
Ranch Dispersal 140 acres ·
$89,900. River Access. Norttlern
New Mexico. Cool 6,500' elevation
with stunning views. Great ·tree
cover i1cluding Ponderosa, rolling
grassland and rock outcroppings.
Abundant wikilrre, great hunting.
EZ terms. Cal NML&R, Inc. 1-866360-5263. (Cal-SCAN)
NEWLY RELEASED ACREAGE
(Uta, Rarch Dispersal) 40 AC
only $29,900. Dramatic views
Uinta Mountains. Great recreation•
al area. Oose-10 conveniences.
Offered by motivated seller.
Lmffed available. EZ Terms. CaH
UTLR 1-888-693-5263. (Cal•
SCAN)

a

PRICED FOR QUICK SALE
Nevada 5 acres · $24,900.
Beautiful building site with electnc
& county maintailed roads. 360
degree ~ews. Great recreati5>nal
opportunities. Financing available.
Call nowl 1-877-349-0822. (CalSCAN)
SOUTHERN
COLORADO
RANCH Sale 35 Acres· $29,900.
Spectacular Rocky Mountain
Views Year round access, eled
tele included. Excenent Financing
avalable wl low down payment.
Call Red Creek La/Id Co. Today! 1·
866-696-5263 x3469. (Cal-SCAN)
MANUFACTU REO/MOB ILE
HOMES
NEW MANUFACTURED HOMES,
Now Wholesale prices direct to the
public.
Save
thoosands
Guaranteed. Free Information
Packet. T~l~ee 1-866-467-8811
/para espanot marque ext. sej.
scientos cuatro. (Cal-SCAN)
MUSICAL
INSTRU·
MENTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS
' VINTAGE MUSIC, ALL Musical
Instruments, Guitars, Amplifiers,
Records, Equipment. If Ws musical
and you want to sell n• then I'm
the Guy to Call. 760-987-5349.
(Cal-SCAN)
REAL ESTATE
FORECLOSURES AVAILABLE!
HUDs, Bani< Repos and much,
much more! 1-3 Bedrooms available, 'Fee' For Local Listings. Call
1-800-690-3990 xT021. (CalSCAN)
REAL ESTATE/OUT OP STATE
NEW ARIZONA LAND Rush! 1 or
2-112 'Football Field' Sized Lotsl
$0 Down. $0 Interest. $159-$208
per month! Money Back
Guaranleel 1-888-610-4996 or
www.SunSitesLandRush.com
(Cal-SCAN)
SCHOO.SIINSTRUCTION
GET
CRANE
TRAINED!
CrillOIHeavy Equipment Training.
National Certification Prep.
Placement Assistance. Financial
Assislance. Southern California
College
of
Construction.
www.Heavy7.com Use Code
'SCCNH' 1·888·211·3768. (Cal·
SCAN)

This business is conducted by
Corporation,
Registrant has not yet beglJl to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name{s) listed above.
I dedare that all the informatioo in
this statement is true and correct.

~~=~Jita:~:,:.

to be false is guilty a a aime.)
s/. Madalene roggle Lockhart,
Directa/President
The fililg of this statement does
not of itself authaize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under fedora~ state, or
common law (sec. 144u el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/26/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original stalement on file irrmy office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expi'es five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name n violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LarryW. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02438
p. 315, 3/13, 3/20, 3/'l7

as:

The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business
ANTDNIOS PIZZA
43384-AFlorida Ave.
Hemet, CA 92544
Riverside County

~~~n1;:r";e~":~s~
ness name{s) listed above on

2125/08.

I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and cooect.

~~~=,tai~as~s
QtJiltv

to be false is
of a aime.)
s/. Ashraf P. Tawcfrous
The filing of this statement 'does
not of ~self authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 144u el seq. b
&p code)
Statement fled with the County of
Riverside on 02/25/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new

~~~=

• ~~,=~I m~t~es~,
that
time.
The fi!ng of &iis statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).

Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-02349
p. 315, 3/13, Y20, 3/'l7

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BUMPER 2 BUMPER CUSTOMS
1150 Finl St.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Riverside Couity

An!lel Leon Charles
22S S. Ralp, Rd.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Jenrifer Sharvion Charles
228 S. Ralp, Rd.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
~e:l~":.n~;:r~~~~~
ness name(s) listed above on
2/1/08.
•
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

~~s:=tai~~,:.
a

to be false is guilty a aime.)
s/. JerviWer Charles
The fililg of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a ficti1ilus business
name in vi~ation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02125/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the aiginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ was filed in the ·
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed ·before
that
time.
The filing of Iris statement does
not !self authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Godel:

Larry W. Ward, County Oerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02371
p. 315, 3/13, 3/20, 3/'l7

Fictious
Business
Name
St at ements
The following person(s) is (are)
~i'.9/ut ~Ra~TIONAL COMMUNITY CENTER, INC.
ALL 4 U RECREATIONAL COM•
~NITY CENTER

this statement is true and correct.

Aregistrant who declares as true,
!tonfcrmation
which he or she knows
be false is guilty of a crine.)

s/. Elias Naarneh
The filing of this statement does
not of itself aUthorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
tcode)
, Riv~=~~~re Colllty of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authaize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
amxher under federal, state or
common law (See Secoon 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
~~ NO.i ~=~lerk
p. 316, 3113, 3/'lO, 3/'l7
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
DIAMOND DESIGNS
1096 Calimesa Blvd., Sune 210 •
Calmesa, CA 92320
Riverside County
Jane McNeal (NMN)
1096 Calimesa Blvd., Suite 210
Calinesa, CA 92320
Tahiru Koromah (NMN)
1096 Calimesa B1vd., Sune 210
Calmesa, CA 92320
This business Is conducted by a
General Partnership.

~,=1=m=r~~
ness name{s) listed above on
03/01/06.
I declare that al the infonmatioo in
this statement is true and ccrrect
to be false is guilty of a crime.)

This bus,iess is conducted by
Individual.

The follow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CAR'ONE
9306 Namia Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
Elias Naameh (NMN)
17072 Whispenng Brook Way
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regstrant has not yet begun to
transact business lJlder the ficti.
tious name{sl listed above.
I declare thaf aMthe information in

700
720

Recreation
Transportation

To mail or ~ce your ad in person:

.4290 Brockton Aven.u e
Riverside, CA 9iso1
Lobby Hours:
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m. - 5:0G p.m.

!~~~==~:::~

Ashraf Philip Tawdrous
1437 Lechuga Way
San Jacinto, CA 92582

autos

Commercial Real Estate
Apartments For Rent
Condos &Townhomes For Rent
Houses For Rent
Real Estate For Sale
Condos &Townhomes For Sale
Houses For Sale

I

FORECLOSED HOME AUCTION.
Los Angeles, OrillQO, Riverside &
More. 1000+ Homes Must Be
Sold! Free Catalog 1-800-8648038. www.USHomeAuction.com
(Cal.SCAN)

LOW INCOME AUTO INSURANCE: Save 40% 01 More with
State of Calrromia's Low Cost Auto
Insurance for Qualified Low
Income Households. (866) 6732460. (Cal·SCAN)

500
550
575
600
625
650
675

HOW TO REACH US:
951.682 ..6070

For insertions, changes and cancellations:

TUESDAY

homes

. .j

s/. Jane McNeal
The filing of this stateftient does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in viotatioo a the rights of
another undet federal. state, er
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&t> code)
Slatement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02126/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~ of the origina state~il~fi Th~mlkti~· business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not nsetf authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code):·
Larry W. Ward, Cou,ty Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02476
p, 316, 3113, 3/20, 3127

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
INLAND BASKETBALL TRAIN•
ING
12200 Kitching Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Rivernide County
Warren Craig Ufondu
12200 Kitching Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious narne(s) listed above.
I declare Iha( all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

f~==='/!":r~~~
to

be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/. Warren Uf6ndu
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&I> code)
statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/14,IJS.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the' original statement on fife n my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed n the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authaize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatioo of the riglts of
another under federal, state or
rommon law (See Section 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code):·
Larry W.Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-~1933
p. 316, 3/13, 3/20, 3/27

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
L/GRTHOUSE
OF
HOPE
VEHICLE SALES
28822 Front St. #207
Temecula, CA 92590
Riverside County
~tlri:,:,H~1. ~ : ,103
Temecula, Ca 9:1590
CA2870357
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious 10118(s) isled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant~ declares as true,
mformatioo which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Lyrm Nelson, President
The filing of this statement does
not a itself authorize the use ,in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

t=,on

filed with the County of
Riverside 02128/08.
I hereby certify that this cory is a
correct copy of the origina statement on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years

from the date I was filed in the
Office of the County Ck!rk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statement does
not itsen authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Oerk
FILE NO. R-2008--02581
p, 316, 3113, 3/'lO, Y27

The foffOWllQ personls) is (are)

doing business as:
LIL/SELLS.COM.
35931 Bordeaux Pl.
Wmchester, CA 92596
Riverside County
SiMa Liliana Sevillano
35931 Bordeaux Pl.
Wnchester, CA 92596

This business is ronducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
lransact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informatioo in
this statement is true and correct.

~==ta:~~
a cnme.)
to be false is guilty a

s/. Silvia Sevilano
The fililg of this statement dces
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed will the County of
Riverside on 02/15108.
I hereby certify. that this
is a

:/'Y

Te,i~

::'on
~~Ina stateNOTICE: This ~ s business
name statement expires five years
from the date ff was fifed n the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statement does
not itseff authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business

Name r, violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
cornmoo taw (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-019'75
p, 315, 3/f3, 3/20, 3/'l7

The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
J&N GENERAL CLEANING
5412 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County
Nelida Cuevas (NMN)
5412 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
Juan Antonio Banderas
5412 Central Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Husband &Wrte.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(sl listed above.
I dedare thaf all the informatiot\ in
this statement Is true and correct.

~~==ta::ea;,:.

to be false is guilty of a aime.)

s/. Juan A. Banderas
The fililg of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictru:lus business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/19108.
. I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name stalement expires five years
from the date l was filed in the
Office of tho County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious B<Jsiness
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of ths statement does
not itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitioos Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02120
p. 315, 3/13, 3/'lO, 3/'l7

The lollowiig persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
NOVEL EXPRESS
1959 S. B~le Ave.
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
Pete Rojo Camacho
1959 S. Belle Ave.
Corona, CA 92882

This business Is conducted by
Individual.

~,=~=~tr;r;:::

ness name(s) isled above on July
07.
I declare that all the information i1
this statement is true and correct.

/~~~=:==~~. ~~

to be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/. Pete Camacho
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02122/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ij was fled in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before
thal
time.
The filing of this stalement does
not ~self authorize the use in this
state - of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

~~-

wa'rd, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02287
p, .116, .1113, 3120, 3127

The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE CHOP SHOP
13018 LakOta St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
Stephen Anthony Brockington, II
13018 LakOta St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(sl listed above.
I declare that' all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as lllle,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Stephen Brockirgton, II
The fifing of this slatement does
not of itself authorize ~ use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
statement filed with the ColJlty of
Riverside on 02/27,IJS.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file n my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date nwas filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. Anew
Fictitious
Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing a this statement does
not itsett authorize the use n this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state or
common law ($ee Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professilns
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-025'09
p. 316, .1113, 3/'lO, 3127

Fictilious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not its~f authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state 01
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W.Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO R-2008-01960
p.
3/13, 3/20, 3/'l7

:w.

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
WOODCREST
PROPERTY
RESTORATION
4882 Appleton SL
Riverside. CA 92504
Riverside Coul\ly
Richard Allen Carrillo
4882 Appleton SL
Riverside, CA 92504

tion is time~ fifed, the court may
grant the petition wlhout a hearlng.
Notice ol Heanng: Date: 4/2/08 Tme:
8:30 Dept: 4. The address of the
court is: SupertoI Court of
Callfornia, County of Rlvtrsldt,
.050 Main St., (P.O. Box 431),
Riverside, CA 92502-0431. A copy
of this Order lo Show Cause shell be
pubhshed at least once each week
fa, four successive weeks pnor to the
date set to, hearing on the petition in
the fatowing nellSpaper of general
circulation, pnnted in this county:
Black Voice, 4290 Brockton Avenue,
Riverside, CA 92501.
Data: Feb. 6, 2008
Gloria C. Teosh, Judge of the
Supetior Court
p. 316, 3/13, 3/'lO, 3127

The lolklwing person(s) is (are)

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

~~~:ri~=~a~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Richard Allen Carrillo
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 at. seq. b
&p code)
Statement fifed with the County of
Riverside on 02122/08.
I heraby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of ihe original stalement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date i was filed in the
Offtce of the County Ck!rk. Anew
Fictttious
Business
Name
•, ~~/ement must be filed
Toe fling of ths statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictilious Business
Nan'e in ~ation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Oerk
FILE NO. R-2008--02284
p. 316, 3/13, 3/20, 3/'l7

~:8

ORDERTO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME
CASENUMBERRIC 492067
To All Interested Persons: Petitionec
Ebony M. London filed a petition
with th~ court to, adecree changmg
names as follows: Ebony IIIIShan
London to Ebony MiShan
Richards. The Court Orders that all
persons interested " this matter
appear before this court al the hearing indi:ated below to show cause, I
any, why the petition for c!lange of
name should not be granted. Any
person objecting to the name
changes described above must file a
written objection that ncludes the
reasons for the objection at least two
court days befora the matter objec-

doing business as:
A&M FINISHED CARPENTRY
12893 Frederick SL Apt 102 #3
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
Burt Anthony Mtbrosa
M893 Frederick St Apt. 102 Bldg.
Moreno Vaney, CA 92553
Michel Artest Menooza
7637 Montrose Ave.
Hesperia, CA 92345
This business is conducted by a
General Partnershir.
Registrant has no yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare thal all the informatioo in
this statement is true and correct.

~==~~~as~
to be false is guilty of a cnme.)

s/. Burt Anthony Ambrose
The filing of this statement does
not of !self authorize the use In
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/05/08.
I ~ereby certify that this
is a
°}'/'/ii~th~:2ina stateNOTICE: This ~ s business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fililg of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-02979
p, 3113, 3120, 3/'l7, 413

=~
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Tho lolowmg person(s) is (are)
doing buslness as:
ACREY & THARP PRINTING
7271 Hwy 215E
Riverside, CA 92508
RiversideCoonty
P.O. Box 2127
Riverside, CA 92516

•

The Department of Behavioral Health Has Immediate
Openings for:
Mental Heatth Clinic Supervisor
Up to $84,843 amually
Must be LMFT, LCSW, or Licensed Psychologisl. Reqs 3
years post-license experience, including 1 year as lead worker/supervisor.
Clinical Therapist II
Up to $76,960 arv1ually
Lead therapist. Must be LMFT. LCSW, or Licensed
Psychologist
Reqs 2 years post license experien~.

Licensed Therapists
Up to $73,278 annually
Apply by discipline: LMFT/LCSW/Licensed Psychologist.
Requires C1Jrrent CA license.

Prelicensed Therapists
Up to $66,372 annually
Prelicensed MSW/MFT/Psychologist candidates may apply
within 3 months of degree completion.
Bilingual skills highly desirable .•See ~nnouncement for details.
County application required.
San Bernardino County HR
157 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino
(909)387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant
p. 3127

<i,.

~611crfi ~~ mi~rr:· business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Offtce of the County Oerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R·2008-030t7
p, 3/13, 3/'lO, 3127, 413

AMENDED

The fc/lov,;ng person(s) is /a-e)
itt'.?s~R~~NaJiNG
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverskfe County
Joseph Crandall Dou!llas, Ill
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Lisa T$hele DOU(jas
24151 Pleasant Run Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Husband & wne.
Regstrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious narne(s) listed above.
I declare that al the infonmation in
ttis statement is true and carect.

f~~~~~nt~~i~:~;

to be false is g_uilty of a crime.)
s/. Joseph C. Douglas, Ill
The filing of ttis statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
Iris state a e fictitious business
name in matioo of the rights of
another under federal, state, er
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rr1ernide on 01/23/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the aiginal statement on file in m_y office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the data ff was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name

Engine Lathe.
Sign-On Bonus
Offered

Malice Antwan Kenned'/
4747 Jurupa Ave. Apt 99
Riverside, CA 92506

to be false Is guilty of crime.)
s/. Mel~n Kenneay
The filing of this statement does
not of nsetf authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/15/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original stalement on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new

f~~:=~~:~~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. K'imm J. Tharp •
The fiHng of ths statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state. a
corrmon law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 0:J/06/08.
I hereby certify that ttis copy is a
correct ~ of the original state-

Reuland Electric a
manufacturer pf electric motors is looking
for a Machinist -

Melvin Melton Kennedy
4747 Jurupa Ave. Apt 99
Rivernide, CA 92506

f~~=~ta!~f..t:S
a

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Regstrant commenced to transact
bus,;1ess under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
1986.
I declare that an the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct

•

tlie folkiwing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TRUST NONERECORDS
4747 Jurupa Ave. Apt 1199
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside County

This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the ficti.
tious 10118(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the informatioo in
this statement is true and correct.

Kmm 'J'·Tharp
2576 Jessica Rd.
Riverskle, CA 92506

English Instructor
Deadline: 04/21/08

Mathematics Instructor
Deadline: 04114/08·

Great
benefits.
Position . available for
swing shift. For more
information regarding
this
position
call
between 7 a. m. to
3 :30 p .m. 626-854·
5170; or apply in person
at
Reuland
Electric , 17969 E.
Railroad St. , Industry.
CA 91748, M-F 7 a .m.
- 3:30 p.m.; or fax/email your resume to
626-964-2431 I hrca@ r eu l and . com.
Applications available
at www.reuland.com Employment tab.

Statement must be fied before
that
. time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in thJs
state of a Fictitious Business
Name r, violatioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Laey W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-00918
p, 211, 2114, 2/21, 2128, 3113,
•
3/20, 3/'l7, 413

The lolow1ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CAREGIVER PROVIDER
317 V,a Napoli
' Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County
Don Garcia Deleon

317 Via Napoli
Cathedral City, CA 92234

;i;::i~~ness is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and conect.

1:==~~:~a:,:s

to be false is guHty of a aime.)
sl. Don G. Deleon
The filing of this statement does
not of !sen authorize lhe use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rivefside on 03/03/08.
I hereby certiO' that this
is a
::on~~fmtheotr stateNOTICE. This ~ s business
·name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemeri must be filed befcre
that
bme.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name n violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., B<Jsiness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-00755
p. 3/13, 3/20, 3/'l7, 413

:Y

The foffowtng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
C & C AUTOMOTIVE
12391 Sampson Ave. Uni M& N
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside Coooty
3410 la Sierra Ave. F718

~

Sign-On Bonus
Offered
We have an opening
for a machinist for
graveyard. For more
information regarding
this positions call
between 7 a .m . to
3:30 p .m. 626-854,
5170; or apply in person
at
Reuland
Electric, 17969 E.
Railroad St.. Industry,
CA 91748, M·F 7
a.m. - 3:30 p.m.; or
fax/e-mail
your
resume to 626-9642431
/
hr·
ca@ reul and. co m.
Applications
available
at
www.reuland.com Employment tab.

Only on-line ~ectronlc applications
and

supporting materials are accepted.

1

I

I
'

EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

ETIWANDA SCHOOL DISTRICT

C•rttflc ated T-i:Mr Oponlng•
For tM 2 oot-2008 •chool Y••r

--

Only Complete Appllcationa wl" be

R~ul1'9'T18'1l9"
N CL8 Compliant
CLAOC.rtift&d
Apply O .elM'anda.org

p 3"6, 31T 3, 3/20, J/27

E,.ptoyn,ont Opport,,nltltt

Deadline: 04/04108

I

J

HORIZONTAL MILL

EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

Human Resources Analyst I

1

943 1

I

Emptoyn,ont o,,o,t.oltiot

•

9431
I

New County recruitments this week:
Child Support Officer Trainee
$15. 73-$20.09/hr
Emergency Medical Services Nurse
$25.37-$30.16/hr
Environmental Health Manager"
$35.23-$45.05/hr

Library Page-Crestline Branch

A.aP~onlineat
jobs.rcc.edu

$8.15-$10.38/hr

Nurse Educator-EmergencyfTrauma
$30.24-$35.95/hr

Sheriff's Facilities Maintenance Mechanic & Trainee
$2,794.13-$4,125.33/mo

Social Service Practitioner-DC$

l

$23.80-$30.39/hr

For Assistance Gall

(951) 222-8595
An Equal Opportunity Emploer

Systems Procedures Analyst Trainee & I
$23.25-$37 .88/hr

I t
'

San Bernardino County HR
157 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino
(909)387-6304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant

I

:I I '
C

.The Black Voice News
Continued from B-2
Ri9erside, CA 92503
Miguel Alberto Saval
2958 Rodewood Or.
~ .Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet begun to
transacl business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare lhat all the Information in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
• fuformation which he or she knows
,. to be false is-guilty of a crime.)
,,. sl, Migool Savall
... The filing of this statement does
.. not of rtself authorize the use in
" this state of a fictioous business
~ame in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state. or
, common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
• &p code)
• Slalement fved with the Coonty of
i. Riverside on 02/l9/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
. correct copy of the original statement on fie in my office.
NOTICE: This- fictitious business
name statement expires five years
,. from the date rt was filed in the
O(tice of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemenl must be liled before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,

Employment Opportunities
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Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02642
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

the followmg persoo(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FANTASTIC NAILS
24825 #3 Allessandro
Mo,eno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
Steven Phu Luu
9195 San Luis Obispo Ln.
Riverside, CA 92508

Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
Ume.
The ijing of this statement does
not rtself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatoo of the nghts ol
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02853
p, 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

The following person(s) is (are)

~~~J~tness is conducted by
Regisl!lrlt has not yet begun to
transacl business under the fictitious name(s) 6sted above.
I declare that all !he ilformatiOn in
this statement is true and correct.

dcing business as:
HEART ZHEART CATERING
16667 Lakeshore Drive, Sune C
Lake Elsinore, CA
Riverside County
P.O. Box390
Munneta, CA 92564

f~~~~~::ea~:s

Tanya Denise Smith
1031 Meaoowtake Lane
lake Elsinore, CA 92530

sl Steven Phu Luu
The fii~ of this statement does
not of rtself authorize the use in

:iluuless is conducted by

to be false is g.,ilty of a crime )

this state of a ficttious business
name in violation of the rights ol
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03104/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correcl copy <if the original statement on file ,n my office.
NOTICE: This fictrtious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office ol the County Clerk. Anew

Employment Opportunities
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~~~!':;~=m:i.~~:i~s~
ness name(s) listed above on

another under federal, stale, or
common ~w (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03110/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correcl copy of the origmal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement el(l)ires five years
fiorn the date i was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not rtself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictrtious Business
Name ii violation of the rights of
another under lederal 1 state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
LarryW. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03115
p. 3113, 3/20, 3127, 413

Princess J. Jones
8988 Douglas Fir Cir.
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun lo
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare Iha{ all the information in
this statement is true and correcl

f~:f:'~~;~~a:,:s
to be lalse is gully ol a crime.)
s/. Princess J. Jones

The Ring ol this statement does
not of rtse!f authorize the use in
this state ol a ftctitious business
name in ooation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
b
&p code)
Slalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
conecl copy of the original statement on file in my office.
,
NOTICE: This fictitious busness
name slatennenl expires five years
from the dale it was filed in lhe
Office ol the County Clerk. A new
Ficlilious
Business
Name
Stalement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viciation of the rights ti
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Codet
Larry W. Ward, Count)' Clerk
· FILE NO. R-2008-02335
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

sec.

The followmg person{s) is (are)
doing business as:
JEROME CONSULTING
2115 Ccmpton Ave. #300
Riverside, CA 92881
Riverside County

3130/2006.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and coITect

Joab Jerome (NMN)
2115 Compton Ave. #300
Riverside, CA 92881

kl be false is 9uillY of a crime.)

This business is conducted by
Individual.

~~~::;;~i~:~:~

s/. Tanya Denise Smith
The filing of this stalement does
not of itseW authorlZe the use in
this slate of a fictitious bu~ness
name in violation of the righ!5 of

I
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JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

~,~::s"~=r~~~:'~t

ness name(s) listed above on
06/05/2005.
I declare that all the information il
this stalement is true and correct.

f~~i=:,J,~;'~~

The following person(s) is (are)

to be false is gutty ol a crime.)
s/. Joab Jerome
The filing of this stateme)lt does
13717 Pinnacle Cir.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
not of rtself aulhorize the use in
this stale ti a licti1ious business
Riverside County
name in violation ol the righls of .
aiother under federal, state, or ·
Valderrama
common ~w (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
. · Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03Kl3/08.
I. hereby certify that tlis copy is a This business is' conducted by
correcl copy of the origilal stateIndividual.
ment on fife in my office.
ROQistrant commenced to transad
NOTICE: This lictifuus business
business under the fictitioius business name(s) lisled above on
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
01/29/2008.
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
I declare that all lhe ilformation in
Pictitious
Business
Name
this statement is true and COITecl
Statement must be filed before
f~~:~~
lhat
lime.
The filing of this statement does
to be lalse is guilty ol a crime.)
s/. Juan Jorge Adenir valderrama
not itsett authorize the use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business
The ijing ol this statement does
Name in violation of the rights of
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a ficlitious business
another under lederal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
name in vidation of the rights of
Et Seq., Business and Professions
another under lederal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
&p code)
FILE NO. R-2008-02136
Slatemenl filed with the County of
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413
Riverside on 03/03108.
I hereby certify that this copy iS a
The lolow,ng person(s) is (are)
correct copy of the originaf statement on file in my office.
9
~~L~~cft~rN~ k ECOVERY
NOTICE: This fictitious business
10350 Via Apolina
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Office ol the County Clerk. A new
Riverside County
23571 Sunnymead Rancl\ Pl<wy,
Fict1Uous
Business
Name
Ste 110-209
Statement must be Ned before
Mo,eno Valley, CA 92557
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
Joan Curlena Smith
not ilself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
10350 Via Apolina
Moreno valley, CA 92557
Name in ooation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
This business is conducted by
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions
Individual.
Code).
Registrant has not yet begun to
transacl business uncle! the fictiLarry W. Ward, County Cler'<
FILE NO. 1-2008-007<(6
lious name(s) listed above.
I declare thal all the inlormatiOn in •
p, 3113, 3120, 3127, 413
this statement is true and correct.
The lollow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
MCKNIGHT & CAINES
sl. Joan C. Smith
38967 Rockilghouse Rd.
The filing of this statement does
Mumeta. CA 92563
not of nself authorize the use in
Riverside County
this state ti. a ftclitioos business
Glen Sylvester Caines
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate, or
38967 Rocknghouse Rd. ·
Murrieta, CA gis53
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
:~~~ness IS conducted by
Riverside on 03/03108.
I hereby certify that this ~y is a
::1on~ii~lhe~ -ila stateness name(s) listed above on
NOTICE: This ~ s bu~ness
04/01/2005.
name statement expires five years
I declare that all the ilformalion in
from the date rt was filed in the
this statement is true and correct.
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fic1itious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
~-~ 1!1~
of a crime.)
that
time.
The filing of this statemenl does
The Ning of this statement does
not itself authonze the use in this
not ol rtself authorize the use in
slate of a Fictttious Business
this slale of a fictitious business
Name in violation of the n9hts of
name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or ' another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
common law (See Section l44\1,
Et Sec., Business and Professions
&p code)
Slatemenl filed with the County of
Code).
Lany w. Ward, County Cler'<
Riverside on 03/03108.
FILE NO. R-2008-02167
I hereby certify that this copy is a
p, 3113, 3120, 3127, 4(3
correct ~y of the original state-

~"Wtt~bt~y

~f,1~j;~fr

~~~a::..;

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary
Additional positions include:
·• Law Enforcement Trainee
• Dispatcher
• Community Service Officer
, • Records Technician

f~:ts:=~i~=

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/1 0 work schedule, bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.

~~~=~~=

~f~,

f~~==~;~~::r:s

I,
Interested applicants can download applications at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

(909) 388-4918
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~118\l:fi T~rs m~i~· busness
name statement expires five years
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Cler'<. A new
Ficlttious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed belore
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itsell authorize the use in this

lhii lolow,ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
JONES'
PROFESSIONAL
ATTORNEY SERVICES
8988 Douglas Fir Circle
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside County
12625 Frederick St. Ste. 15-257
M\l(Ono .valley, CA 92553

I

Employmlftt OPl)Ortunltfn
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state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federa\ state or
conmon ~w (See Section 144111
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02145
p. 3113, 3/20, 3127, 413

The following person(s) is (are)
dcing business as:
MY FATHER'S HOUSE CHURCH
INT'L
PROJECT SEED
COG
BROOKS BOOKSTORE
1820 Hamner Ave. Ste. A
Norco, CA 92860
Riverside County
P.O. Box 6339
Ccrona, CA 92878
Mark A. Thomas Ministries, Inc.
1820 Hamner Ave. Ste. A
Norco, CA 92860
#2185513 CALIFORNIA
This business is conducled by
Corporation.

~n~~~°'t~:~

ness name(s) listed above on
December 99.
I declare thet all the information in
this statement Is true and correct.

t~:==~~

to be lalse is guilty of a crime.)
s/.
Mark
A.
Thomas,
Founder/President & CEO
The filing of this statement does
not of itself autl'orize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&poode)
•
Statement filed with the County ol
Riverside on 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correcl copy ol the original statement on fife in my olftee.
NOTICE: Tris ftclrtious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The-liling of this statement does
not rtself authorize the use in this
state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violatiOn of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code):
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk .
FILE NO. R-2008-03028
p, 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

f1ie follovang person(s) is (are)

doinQ business as:

PHCfVN1
10051 Magnolia Ave. #81
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County

Thach Quang Dang
17361 Grand Ave.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducled by
Individual.

~,~:,n:=~~~~t

~~&T,(s) listed above on

I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement IS true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
nformation which he or she knows
to be false is guillY of a crime.)
s/. Thach Ouar19 Dang
The filing of this stafement does
not of rtseWautt-orfze the use in
this stale of a fictrtious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/03/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fife 111 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business

=

:1;~·:~~er;:
OfflCII of lhe County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation ol the rights of
enolher undB< federal, slate or
common ~w (See Section 14411,
Et~-, Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02f.l9
p. 3113, 3/20, 3/27, 413

the follovang person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
RAGGANATION DOLL CREATIONS
21081 Elmwood Street
Perris, CA 92570
Riverside County
P.O. Box 674
, Perris, CA 92572-0674
Delores Edith Shivers
21081 Elmwood St.
Perris, CA 92570
This business is conducled by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under lhe fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare Iha{ all the infonnation in

I

EmployNOI ~...itlu
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this statement is true and coriect.

f~~:'~~~r::;r:s
crine.)

to be false is guilty of a
s/. Oetores E. Shivers
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
th~ state of a fictrtious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal stale, or
common law (sec 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/28/08.
I hereby certify that this con is a
::Of1on~ /ii~th~:1!"a slateNOTICE: This lfulitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
eusiness
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fling of this statemenl does
not itself autrorize the use in this
state of a FictiUous Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under lederal, suite or
common ~w (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
,
LarryW. Ward, County Clel1t
FILE NO. R-2008-02603
p. 3113, 3/20, 3127, 413

The following persoo(s) is (are)

doinQ business as:

RO'l'AL MISSION ENTERPRISES
12180 Westerly Trai
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Henry Velez (NMN)
12180 Westerly Tral
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted bY.
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under lhe fictitious name(s) Usted above.
I declare that all the information il
this statement is true and coITect.

f~=~~i~;:~a/r:s

lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Henry Velez
The filing of this statement does
nol of itself authorize the use il
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation ti the rights of
another undB< federal, state, or
common @w (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Slalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/05108.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale ff was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
N,ame
Statement musl be filed belore
that
time.
The filing 01 this statement does
not ilsetf authorize the usa in this
state of a Fictrtlous Business
Name n violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02940
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

w.

the following person(s) is (are)
dolno business as:

T MASSAGE CENTER
27536 Ynez Rd.
Temecula. CA 92591
Riverside County
Fang Xue OonQ

4002 Maxson Rd., Uni 7
El Monte, CA91732

Xiao Hui Sono
321 Nichlson Ave. #J
Monterey Park, CA 91754
• This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fici.
tious name(s) listed ebove.
I declare that all the informa1ion il
"this statement is ru, and correct

!~~:int~
~;~~::r:s
to be false is glilty of a crime.)
s/. Dong, Fang Xue

The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use in

this stale of a liclilious business
name l!i' violation of lhe righls of
another under federal, state, or
rommon ~w (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
& code) ·
S~lernent filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~Y of the orig,ial slate-

~6o/1~t fi f~~ m= . business
name statemenl expires five years
from the date R was filed il the
Office of lhe County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
tha1
time.
The filing of this stalement does
not itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-03065
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

I
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The following person(s) is (are)
doing bu~ness as:
T.E.B. ENTERPRISE
TME ENTERPRISE BUSINESS
CENTER
10448 Sallbush Cr.
Moreno Valley. CA 92557

~t~~:8~1y

;::e:1~~:"~e:;~~1~ef:

Moreno valley, CA 92552
Trina Elaine Brown
10448 Sallbush Ci'.'
Mo<eno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducled by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transacl business under the fic1i.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare thaf all the inlonnation in
this stalement is true and correct.

·r~==~e~~

to be false~ gultyof a crime.)
sl. Trina Brown
The filing of this statement does
not of csatf authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another undB< lederal, state, r:,;
common law (sec. 144u el seq. b

i code)
~~1~/0Bthe County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
comect copy of the original statement on fie in my olftce.
NOTICE: This liclitiOus business
name statemenl expires five years
from the dale rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk: Anew
Fictitious Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fili1g of th~ statemenl does
nol ilseW authorize the use In this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation ol the rights of
another under federal; state r:,;
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03069
p. 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

The follow,ng person(s) ~ (ane)
dcing business as:
THE' CALIFORNIA COWBOY
SHOW
17694 Meadow Mist CotJ1
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
3410 La Sierra Ave. #192
Riverside, CA 92503
Douglas Ralph Sa0manca
176!!4 Meadow Mist CotJ1
Riverside, CA 92503
Marjo Ph}1is Keen
8094 JIKU()8 Rd.
Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducled by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fic1i.
tious name(s) Usted above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and comect.

f~===1::~=

to be false is guity ti. a crime.)
s/. Douglas Ral~ Salamanca
The filing ol this statement does
not of rtse!f authoriZe the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rightir of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Slatemenl fded wi1h the County of
Riverside on 02/28/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on fie In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
FictiUous Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righb of
another undB< lederal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

Larry W. Ward, County aerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02600
p, 3113, 3/20, 3127, 4/.J
, I he following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TRIPLE T INVESTMENTS, INC.
8817 WildmiHPlace
Riverside, CA 92508
Rr,erside County
Triple T lnveslments, Inc.
8817 WndmiUPlace
Riverside, CA 92508 •
CALIFORNIA
This business Is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact llusiness under the fic1i.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that' all the inlormalion in
this statement is true end correct.
lA regstnrit v.ilo declanes as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is f illy of a crime.)
ete
Sparks,
The filing of this statement does
not of rtse!f authorize the use in
tlis stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the righls of
another under lederal, state, or

~resident/C1b

I

En,plopltat 0,,0,-.
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Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

ST A N S NIF F, S H ER IF F - CORO N ER

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

,,

Sheriff 911 communjcatjons Officer I ·
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1 ,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months - $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

S16,ooo Total
Correctional Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1 ,000
24 Months - $2,000

Correctional Senior Food Seryjce Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1 ,000
24 Months - $2,000

Office of the County Clerk. A new
FictiUous
Business
Name
Statement RlllSt be filed before
that
time.
The filing this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in vidalion of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common @W (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business and Professions

«

Code).

Lany W. Wand, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02833
p, 3113, 3120, 3127, 413

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
name(s) has been abandoned by
the following person(s):
TWO SISTERS ENltRPRISES
21081 8 mwood S~eet
Perris, CA 92570
Riverside County
Delores Edith Shivers
21081 8mwood St
Pems, CA 92570 .
Patricia Ann Shivers
8716 Penridge Flace
Inglewood, CA 90305
This llusiness is conducted by: a
General Partnership
The fictitious bu~ness name(s)
refeITed to above was filed in
Riverside County on 4/27/07. ·
I declare that ell the informallon in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~:=~::ea~s

to be false is guilty of a crime.)

s/... Oelores E. Shivers

This statement was filed with the
County Clert of Riverside County
on 2/28/08.
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-200706154
p, 3113, 3/20, 3127, 413

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABANDON,
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The fcilowing fictitious business
name(s) has lleen abandoned by
the following person(s):
YOU GO GIRL CERTIFIED
NOTARY SIGNING AGENT
14901 Norfcik Ci'cle
Moreno Valley, CA ~2555-7064
Riverside County
~:;tt~~:k~UJ!MN)
Moreno Valley, CA 92555-7064
This business is conducted by:
Individual
,
The fictitious business name{s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 2/24/06.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~~==1:i~as~s

to be false is g.,ilty of a crime.)
s/...Lametta Jackson
This staternenl was filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside County
on 1/02/08.
Lany W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2006-02963
p. 1m, 211,

21~~Jl~

SUMMONS· UNIFORM
PARENTAGE· PETITION FOR
CUSTODY AND SUPPORT
CASE NUMBER RIO 222191
Notice to Respondent Ezequiel
Obese Gonzalez
You are being sued by petitioner's:
Claudia Nayeta Ibarra
You have 30 Calendar Days after
this summons end legal papers
are served on you lo fife a written
response al thtS cour1 and have a
copy S8!Ved on the plaintiff. A letler
or phone call will not protecl you.
Your written response must be in
proper legal form tt you wanl the
courl lo near your case. There
may be a court form that you can
use for your response. You can
find these court forms and mae
information at the California
Courts Online Self-Help Cen1er
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp),
your oounty law library, or the
courthOuse nearest you. If you
C3lnol pay the filing fee, ask the
courl dark for a fee waiver form. If
you do no1 fife your response on
lime, you may lose the case by
defautt, and your wages, money,
and property may be taken without
lurthef waming from the court
There are other legal requiremenls. You may wanl to cal an
attorney righl away. tt you do not
know an attorney, you may want to
call an attorney referrel service. If
you cannot afford <11 attorney, you
may be eligible for fiee legal services from a OOCl)IOfil legal services
progam. You can locate these
nonprofit ~roups at the Callfonnia
legal Services Web site
{www.oourtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp),or
by contacting your local court or
county bar association.
n ene 30 Dias de Calendano
despues de que ie antreguen esta
citacion y papeles legales para
presentar una respuesta por
escrito en esta oor1e_y hacer que
se entregue una cop,a al demand<11le. Una carta o una Hamada
teiefonica no lo protegen. Su
respuesla por escrito tiene que
estar en formate legal correclo si
desea que procesen su caso en ~
corte. Es possible que haya un formulario que usted pueda usar
I""' su respuesta. Puede encootrar estos formularios de ~ corte y
mas infoonacion en et Centro de
Ayuda de las Cortes de Caifornia
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp/es
;moll), en la biblioteca de leyes
de su condado o en ~ oor1e que le
qoode mas cerca. Si no puede
ar la cuota de presentacion,
al secretario de la corte que
~ de un formulario de exencion de
pago de cuotas. Si no presenta su
respuesta a tiempo~ede perder
et caso por iooum irriento y la
oor1e ie podra qu· r su suetdo,
dinero y bienes sin mas aadvertencia.
Hay otros requisitos legales. Es
recommendable que llanne a un
abogado inmedialamente. Si no
conoce a un abogado, puede l~mar a un servcio de remission a
abogados. Si no puede pagar a un
abogado, es possible que cumpla
con -los requisrtos para obtener
servicios legales 9ratu!os de un
programa de seMcios legales sin
fines de lucro. Puede encontrar
estos grupos sin fines de lucro en
el sitio web de California legal

Services,

(www.lawhelpcalnornia.org), en el
Centro deAyuda de las Corles de
Cal i f o r n i a ,
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/setthelp/es
panot/)~niendose en contacto
: ~te;,o et colegio de aboga-

The name andaddress of the rourt
~: Superior Ccurt of California,
Coun\)' of Riverside, 4050 Main
SI., Rtverside, CA 92501
The name, address, and lelephOne number ti plaintiffs attorney, or plaintiff without an attorney,
~: Claudia Mayela lbanra, 1532
Lincoln Ave., Corona, CA 92882
Date: Oct 03, 'l007
Clerk, by T. Blaylak, Deputy

p, 3113, 3/20, 3127

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,0oo·

s10,000 Total

NOW HIRING
1-888-JOIN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG

common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
~ code)
Riv~ri:~~~I08the County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,000 Total
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only Paid Over Five Year Period.

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's .
Departmer,t, visit our website at www.jojnrsd.org

NOTlcE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
CRAIG BRETTMAN aka CRAIG
W. BRETTMA.N and CRAIG
WAYNE BRETTMAN
Case Number RIP 093729
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent credrtors, and persons who may othelwise be inter-

c'/Jit

~ra

~fed
wiNB~J~:A~
CRAIG W. BRETTMAN and
CRAIG WAYNE BRETTMAN. A
Petition for Probate has been filed
by: SHERYL SMITH in the
Superior Court of Calilomia,
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that:
SHERYL SMITH be appointed as

~~

Zf~~r:: ~~~:

The petiion requests the decedent's wil and codicils, ~ any, be
admitted to probale. The wilf and
any codicils are available for
examinallon il the file kept by the
oourt. The petition requires authorrty to admmister the estale under
the Independent Administration of
Estates Acl. (This ,authority will
allow the ·personal representative
lo take many actions without
obtaining courl approval. Before
taking certain very i portant
actions, however, the ersonal
representative will be
~ed to

give notice to interesled persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented tolhe proposed action.)
The independent adminis~ation
authority WIii be granted unless an
interested penon files en ~
lion lo the petition and shows good
cause why the 00\Jrt shoud' not
grant lhe authority. A.hearing on
lhe petition will be held in this oourt
as follows: Date: 5129/08 Tnne:
9:00 Dept: 10, 4175 Main Street
Riverside, CA 92501. II you object
to the granting of the petition, you
should appear at the heaing and
stale your objeclioos or flle written
00Ject1onS with the court before
the hearing. Your appelnrlce may
be in person or by your attorney. If
you are a crednor or a contingent
crednor ol the deceden~ you must
file your claim with the court and
mail a copy to the personal representative appointed by the court
wi1hin four months froin the date of
first issuance ol lette~ as provided
il Probate Code seclion 9100. The
time fr:,; filing claims will not expire
belore four months from the hearilg date noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the court.
tt you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the
courl a Request for Special Notice
(form OE-154) ol the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition or account
as provided in Probate Coda seclion 1250. A Request for Special
Notice form is avaiable lrom the
oourt derk. Attorney for petitioner:
GEORGE S. THEIOS SBN
091768, 155 W. HOSPITALITY
LN., STE 253, SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408-3318, (909) 8902314
p. 3113, 3120, 3127

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF: DONALD FEHLMAN
Case Number RIP 093687
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors, contingent credrtors, and per•
sons who may othelwise be interested in the will or estate, or both,
of: DONALD FEHLMAN. A Petition
for Probate has been filed b)<:
RENEE SCARPACI in the
Superior Court ol Calttomia,
Coonty of: RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that:
RENEE SCARPACI be appointed
as personal reprasentafive to
adnmister the estate of the decedent. The petition requesls the
decedent's will and codicils, tt anr.,
be admitted to probate. The will
and any codicils are available for
examination il the file kept by the
00\Jrt. The petition requires authorrty to administer the estate under
the Independent Adrrinistrallon of
.Estates Acl. (This authority will
allow the personal representative
lo take many actions without
obtaining coun approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the peraonal
represenlative wil be required to
give notice lo inlerested persons
unless they have wal'led notice or
consented to the proposed acoon.)
The independent administration
authority wil be granted unless an
interested person files an objection to the petition and shows llOod
cause why the oourl should' not
grant the authority. A hearing on
lhe pelltion will be held in this coun
as follows: Dale: APRIL 1, 2008
T,ne: 9:00 Dept.: 10, 4050 Main
Street, Riverside, CA 92501
Probate. If you objed to the granting of the petition, you should
appear at the heanng and stale
your ob1eclions or file written
objections with the court before
the hearing. Your appearance may
be in person or by your attorney. If
you are a cnedrtor or a contingent
credior of the deceden~ you must
file your claim with the court and
mail a copy to the personal representative appointed by the court
within four months from the date of
first issuance of letters as provided
in Probate Code section 9100. The
Ume lor mng claims will not expira
belore four months from the hearing date noticed above. You may
examine lhe file kept by the court.
tt you are a persoo ilterested in
the estate, you may file with the
oourt a Request for Special Notice
(form OE-154) of the Ning of an
,wentory and appraisal of eslate
assets or of any peti!ion or account
as provided in Probate Code secbon · 1250. A Request lor Special
Notice form is available from the
court clerk. Attorney for petitioner:
MICHAEL C. CONTI, 901 S.
STATE St, STE. 100, HEMET. CA
92543, (951) 652-1400
p, 3113, 3/20, 3127

sTATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following ftclitious business
name~has been abandoned by
t ~ d~=6ANS
32-220 Rancho v~ta Dr. #1 04
Cathedral City, CA 92234

~~5l~,~~N)
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This bu~ness is conducled by:
Individual
.
The fictitious business name(s)
releITed to above was filed in
Riverside County on 4/25/07.
I declare that all the iliformation in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~==~i~a:,::s

to be false is guilty of a crime.)

sl...Mario Lopez

This statement was filed with the
County Cieri< of Riverside County
on 2/tS/08.
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-200701420
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110

The following persori(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CALlFORNfA DEMOCRATIC
VOTER GUIDE
14570 A/save Slreet
Moreno l,alley, CA 92553
Riverside County
BGK Consulting Furn
14570 ~ve S1reet

~~~R~~• CA 9255l
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
company/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficfi.
tious name(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the information il
this statement is true and correct.

ft~~:~~~

i~::~:~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Gwendolyn M. Cross
The filing of this statement does
nol of rtself authorize the use in
this state of a ficttious business
name in violation of the righls of
another under federal, stale, or
common ~w (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed will the County of
Riverside on 03104/08.
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a
correct copy of the originaf statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement el(l)ires five years
from the date ff was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself auttorize the use In this
state of a Ficlitious Bu~ness
Name il violation of the righls of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Sec., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler'<
FILE NO. R-2008-02887
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110
fhii following persori(s) ~ (are)

~~g business as:

35712 Emily Ave.
Murrieta, CA 92563 ·
Riverside County
41538 Eastman Drive, Ste. C
PM8102
Murrieta, CA 92562
Riverside County
Cana Ann Corde
35712 Emily Ave.
Murrieta, CA 92563
:wi~ress is conducted b)'.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business under the ficti'
lieus name(s) Iisled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct:

f~===~~~

lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Carla Corne
The filing of this stalement does
not of nsall authorize the use in

Continued on Page B-4
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this state of a fiditious business
name in violatial of the rights of
another lllder federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&o code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rivernide or, 03110/08.
I hereby certify that this COllY is a
correct COllY of the original statement 011 file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five yea.-s
from lhe date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cier1(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
• -that
time.
• The filing of this statement does
• • not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violaliOll of the riglts of
another under federal, state or
canmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. W<Md. County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008--03119
p. Y20; Y27, 413, 4110

ffie following peison(s) is (are)

~~~ ~iliERLYCARE
17843 TirnbeNiew Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside Couoty

Cash Financial Services, LLC
17487Tlll'terview Dr.
~=NC:92504
This business is oonducted by
Limited
Liability
Cornpany/Partnershi).
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business unoer the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informaliOll in
this statement is 1rue and cooect.

t~=~1::'~~n:s
to be false is gully of a crime.)

s/. Carol Hoff, Manager
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
nane in violatial of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&ooode)
Statement filed will the County of
Riverside or, 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that Ins COllY is a
correct COllY of the onginal statemenl or, file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
n<Mne statement expires five years
from the date It was filed n the
Office of the County Clef1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not !self authorize the use il !tis
state of a Fictitious ll'usiness
Name in violatial of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
L811)' W. Ward, County Cler1< '
FILE NO. R-2008-031'55
p. Y20, Y27, 413, 4110

STATHENT OF ABANDONMENT DF USE OF FICTITTDUS
BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
nam£has been abandoned by
~ NA ng ~(s~ LOPEZ
CONSTl!UCTION
34116 Date Palm Dr. Ste. A
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Eddie lplra
33320 Wishing Wells
· •Cathedral City, CA 92234
Mario Lopez (NMN)
68235 Bella V'isla Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 9J234
.Tils business is conducted by: a
General Pannersh~
·~rr~sa~!~ts n~::;;'(~
• •Riverside County on 4/26/07.
I declare that all the information in
, •this statement is true and correct
-~ = = = ~ a s ~
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Mario Lopez
• 'This sla1emenl was filed with the
County Clerf( of Riverside County
. or,2!.28/08.
Larry W. Ward, County Glen(
FILE NO. 1-200701437
p. Y20, 3127, 413, 4110

The following persoii(s) is (are)
doinQ business as:

JO'S' ENTERPRISES
16150 Isla Maria Cir
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
•Riverside Couoty
,Jeffrey Oliver (NMN)
·16150 Isla Maria Cir.
,Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registraol has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti. ,tious name(s) isled above.
I dedare lhaf all the information in
, this statement is true and correct.
•(A registrant who declares ~ true,
.infonnation which he or she knows
,to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Jeffrey Oliver
The fifing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
.tra=t filed with the Couoty of
Riverside or, 03/12/08.
I hereby certify that !tis COllY is a
.correct COllY of the origilal statement on file il my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious· business
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name statement expires five years

from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be med before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another 111der federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professons
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-03319
p. Y20, 3127, 413, 4110

The followmg peisoii(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KAISA FINE ART
68-265 Concepcion Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County

~::'C:,~

MARTINEZ M~CHINE SHOPP
6333 Mission Blvd. #A
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside County

The filing of this statement does
not of itseff authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in -rolation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with 1he County of
Riverside or, 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this cq,y is a
correct COllY of the original stat&ment 011 file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be Bed before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
commor, law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, Count)' Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-03098
p. Y20, 3127, 413, 4110

Enrique Martinez Ochoa
6248 Rustic Ln.
Riverside, CA 92509

t~:~i~tJ'

31~1he County of
I hereby certify that this COllY IS a
correct ~ of the original slal&-

;;1611~:fi ~
business
name statemeot expi'es five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
NrMne
Statement must be filed· before
that
time.
The fiing of this statement does
not nse!f authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
commor, law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Oenc
FILE NO. R-2008-03265
p, Y20, Y27, 413, 4110

7J::·

The follov.,ng person(s) is (are)
John Francis Carroll
68-265 Cor,cepcion Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
~~~iness is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare lhal all the informatior, n
this statement is true and correct.
~===~:~a~.
ID be false is g.iilty of a aime.)
s/. John F. Carroll
The fling of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03/14/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct COllY of the original statement on fife_ in my offica.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
nol nself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in -.olatial of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Bus,iess and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. l-2006-00M4
p. Y20, Y27, 413, 4110

The follov.\ng persor,(s) is (are)

doing business as:
KEEP IT MOVIN TRANSPORT
SERVICES
24571 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
24461 Sunnyrnead Blvd. #103
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
K.I.M lmpa1s E,por1s
24571 Sumymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
CALIFORNIA

This business is conducted by
Caporation.
Registrant has not ye1 begun ID
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) isled above.
I declare Iha( all the information il
this statement is true and correct.
t====~~
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Glen Walls, Chief Finance
Officer
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violatioo of the r'ghts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside or, 03/12/08.
I heretly cer1Jfy that 1h15 COllY is a
correct ~ of the original stat&-

~\~~ n:~m ~. buw,ess
name statement e,cpires five years
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of 1his statement does
not Itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in -rolatioo of the r'ghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
lall)'W. Ward, County()erf(
FILE NO. R-2008-033"23
p. Y20, 3127, 413, 4110
The following person(s) is (are)
doi1Q business as:
MAlfl'INEZ AUTO REPAIR
6333 Mission Blvd. #B
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside County
Enrique Martinez Ochoa
6248 Rustic Ln.
Riverside, CA 92509

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not ye1 begun ID
transact busiless under the ficli·
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the ilfoonation in
lhfs statement is true and cared,
f~~t==~::ea~
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
sl. Enrique Martinez.Ochoa
The fililg of this statement dpes
not of itself aulhori.e the use il
this state of a fictitious business
nrMne in matial of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)

doi1g business as:

Ifie following person(s) is (are)
ABSOLUTE FREEDOM PEN,
PALS
29175 Wranger Or.
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside County

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
trallSact business unoer the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information il
this statement is true and correct

Thomasina Stancil (NMN)
29175 Wrangler Or.
Murrieta, CA 92563

~~==~~~-=

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Enrique Martinez Ochoa
The fililg of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fciitious business
name il violation of the r'ghls of
another urlder federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p oode)
Statement filed with lhe County of
Riverside or, 03112/08..
I
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business

Maivin Ouane Stancil
1 Kings Way
Avenal, CA 93204
This business Is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has no1 yet begun to
transect business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement is true and correct.

f~=~~~

=c::D~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Thomasina Stanci
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize lhe use in
this state of a fictitious busiless
name in -rolation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
statement filed with the County of
Riverside 011 03/12/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~ of the original state-

e_r.~~i~ea~
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The fling of this statement does
not ltsett authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violaiior, of the r'ghts of
another under federal, state or
commor, law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
~L'R° NO:'ti~~~Clerf(
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4/10

~\~tfi Thtm =. busiless
name statement expires five years
fiom the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself au1horize the use in this
state of a Ficti1ious Business
Name il violation of the righ1s of
another under federal state or
common law (See Seclion 1441t,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-03274
p. 3120, 3127, 413, 4110

11,e lollow,ng persor,(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MORENO VAUEY HANDYMAN
721 Bultemut Ln.
~
1 CA92882
Rivefsioe County
WR Wilsoo (NMN)
721 Butternut Ln.

Corona, CA 92882
Barbara Ann Wilson
721 Bultemut Ln.
CorOlla, CA 92882

Ifie 1o11owiig person(s) is (n)
doinQ business as:
SYRANSU
INSURANCE
AGENCY
17487 Tmberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
Riverside County

This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.

~i~sn~~~:s~

ness name(s) listed above on
4/17/2003.
I declare that all the ilformation in
this statement is true and correct

Svransu, Inc.

11487 Timberview Dr.
Riverside, CA 92504
CALIFORNL-\

~~=~!':"tie"~

to be false is guilty of a crine.)
sl. WRWdson
The filing of this statement does
not of i1self authorize the use in
this state of e ficti1ious business
name in violaliOll of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
~ = ' ! 1 3 / ~ Couoty of
I heretly certfy that this
is a
correct copy of the origi~tatement on Ale in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in Iha
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be lied before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name il ltllation of the rights of
another urlder federal, state or
commor, law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' w.Wald, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-03167
p. Y20, Y27, 413, 4110

~:~::::s

!~:£.~==~~
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Samuel Hoff, .fr., President
The filing of !tis statement does
not of itse~ authorize the use in
!tis state of a fictitious busille5S
name ifl violation of the rights of
another under federal, state. or
commor, law (sec. 1440 el seq. b

The following person(s) is (ere)
PERSONAL PLATEAU EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
15108 Calle Renno
Moreno Vaney, CA 92551
Riverside County
~~~~!r,1/:ks
Moreno Vaney, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
lndvidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
traosact busiless under the ficlitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the ilformation in
this staternert is true and correct
(A registrant who dedares as true,
infonnation v.t1ich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. James Douglas Banks

&o code)

statement filed with the County of
Riverside or, 03/10/08.
I hereby certify that this
is a
correct copy of the origi~statement 011 file in my Qff;;e.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of.the County Clerf(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before·
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself au1horize the use in this
state of e Fictitious Business
Name il violation of the righ1s of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Sectior, 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
lall)'W. Ward, County Clerf( •
FILE NO. R-2008-03f56
p.
Y27, 413, 4110

m.

lfie followiig person(s) is (a,e)
doinQ business as:

TOl/CH OF LOVE MINISTRY
16450 Silverbirch Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
P.O. Box 8655
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside County

~:.f

~==i~:ea~
to be false is guHty of a aime.)
s/. Thomas M. Ashley, President
The filing of this statement does
not of nsett authorize the use in
this state of a ficOOous busiless
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&ll code)
Statement filed with \he County of
Riverside on 03/07/08.
I hereby certify that this
is a
th
stat
::.ron
~rlftna
eNOTICE: This ~ious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the Couoty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not ~f authorize the use in this
state of a FicUtious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busioess and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-03078
p. l'20, Y27, 413, 4110

:y

Te;~~

STATEMENTOF WITHDRAWAL
FROMPARTNERSHIP OPERATING UNDER FICTITIOUS BUSI•
NESS NAME
The following person has withdrawn as a general partner from
the partnership operating lllder
the fictitious business name of:
UTILITY AUTO SALE
12510 Magnolia Ave.
Rivernide, CA 92503
Hossein Shekarfroush
501 Hmsboroutti way
Corona, CA 921179
This business is conducted by:

Co-Par1ners.

•

The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was fled in
Riverside County or, 12104/2007.
I declare that the information in
Ins statement is true and correct
(A registrant who dedaares as
frue, information which he or she
knows lo be false is guilty of a
aime.)
s/...Hossein Shekarfroush
This statement was filed with lhe
CQunty Clerf( of Riverside County
Oil 2/25/08.
Lany w. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2007-16303
p. Y27, 413, 4110, 4117
The loflOW1ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HMS STUDIOS
3579 University Ave., Suite 207
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside County
Ryan Patrick Williams
39661st St.
Riverside, CA 92501

1~~~f Carrasquilo
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by Co,
Partners.
Registrant has not yet begUll to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informatioo in
!tis statement is true and correct.

~~:==~r~~

This business is conducted by
Corporatial.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transect business under the fictitiouS name(sl listed above.
I declare Iha( all the infonnation in
this statement is true and correct

doing bosiness as:

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informaliOll in
this statement is true and cooect.

50,~~,\ti!~~er LMog
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
CALIFORNIA

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Ryan w;11iams
The fding of lhis stalement does
not of nself authorize the use in
!tis stale of a fictitious business
name in violaliOll of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
=~1Jff'/08the County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct ~ of the original stale~o/1~E:fi Th~m = business
name statement expires five years
fiom the date rt was fled in the
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Ficti1ious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The fililg of !tis statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
. Name in violation of
rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Wald, COlllty Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-03515
p. Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

the

Tlie following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
P & SJANITORIAL
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Ismael Padila (NMN)
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Bonnie Lupe Padilla

11504 Seaoor1 Cr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Thursday, March 27, 2008

f~===~~as~
to be false is guilty of acrime.)
s/. Bonnie L. Padlla
The filing of this statement does •
not of Itself authorize the use in
!tis slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 e1. seq. b
&~code)
.
~r!:~'!~the County of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement or, file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficlitious business
name statement expires five year,;
from the date ii was f!led in
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not ltsett authorize the use in 1his
state of a Fictrtious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-02136
p. 3/l7, 413, 4/10, 4/17

the

Tfiii

folkl~ng per,;on(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LEAFITTO ME
62-555 S. Starcross Df.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
Riverside County
Robin Michelle Baker
62-555 s. Starcross Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under Iha ficti.
lious name(s) listed above.
I declare thaf all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
f~:lf;==~as~~
~-~:~~kt'ilty of a crime.)
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 e1. seq. b

f~ro~/:=:!r:::n:s

lo be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Gablielle Stewart
The fling of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious busioess
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside 011 03/19/08. .
I hereby·certify that this copy is a
cooect ~ of the original state;;'6o/,~~:fi n:~ m = business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not !self authorize the use in this
state of a Ficlilious Business
Name iii violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, slate or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
~
-· Busin,ss and Professions

\.i.

Larry Wald, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-~36"20
p, 3/l7, 413, 4/10, 4117

11ie lollowiog person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AVIBET ASSOCIATES ASLA
45-175 Panorama D!, §u~e C
Palm Desert. CA 92lllU
Riverside County
Avner Bet-Havaktrni
72601 Thrush Rd. #3
Palm Desert, CA 92260
This business is cor,ducted by ·
Individual.
Registrant commenced kl transact business under 1he fictitious
=~~r::il~in
this statement is true and cooect.

~:~:~r:s

Tlie following per,;on(s) is (ere)

~~==
to be false is guilty of a crine.)
s/. Avner Bet-Havakhml
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use in
1h15 state of a fictitious business
name in violation of 1he rights of
another tl1der federal, state, or
canmon law (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside 011 03/03/0B.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cooect cq,y of the original statement 011 file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. A new
Fictnious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does ·
not itself authorize the use ,i this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Secoon 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Wald, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-00732
p. 3127, 4/J, 4110, 4117

fwYsiu r~fi't ~tSE
15760 Lasselle St #11G
Moreno Valley, CA 925~1
RNerside County

~i
1E~6"v~Jh PLUMBING
SUPPLIES

tcode)
Rive'::~1~~ County of
I hereby certify that this COllY is a
cooect ~y of the original stat&~\~:

~~m = business

l::"
if:'~:"~9:;e~~t:
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
stale of a Fict~ious Business
Name in violaliOll of the rights of,
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

~¼.
Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-00752
p. Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

Derrick Wendell Wise
15760 Lasselle St #11G
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tiQus name(s) Hsted above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement is true and correct.

f~~5/::1:i~~a~~

to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Derrick Wendell Wise
The fling of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize lhe use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of lhe rights of
another under federal, state, or
convnon law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03117/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
corre<t-copy of the original statement 011 fie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires fr,e years
from the date I was fled in the
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not Itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictrtious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
convnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).

Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-03503
p, Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

The follOW1ng peisoii{s) is jare)
doing business as:
ANG'EL SOFT CLOTli DIAPER
SERVICE
4620 Van Buren Blvd. Apt 28
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County

This business is conducted by
Husband &W~e.

Gabrielle Michelle Stewart
4620 Van BUl'el\ Blvd. Apt. 28
Riverside, CA 92503

~~n~::',"~~":°b~t
ness name(s) listed above on
2/20/08.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct

This business is conducted by
Individual,
Registrant has not yet begtm lo
transact business under the ficti.
tious nane(s) listed above.

~?ne~~~~~,:~

I declare that au the information in
this statement is true and correct.

11ie following peisoii(s) is (are)
24318 Hemlock Ave. C·2
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County

,1

ness name(s) listed above on
02/10/2007.
I declare that all the informaliOll in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
,iformation wlich he or she knows
to be false is guity of a crime.)
s/. Ricardo MlllOZ, President
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violatial of the rights of
another lllder federal, stale, or
common l~w (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside or, 03/05/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct COllY of the o!iginal statementor, file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Olfice·of the County Qerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itser authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violatial of the rights of
another lllder federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
El Seq., Business ilJld Professions
Code~
·
~f~NOi~~Jlerf(
p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117
The following peison(s) is (are)
doing business as:
S & J AUTOMOTIVE AND TOWING
23930 Suonymead Blvd., Bldg. 21/2
•
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
Judith Sta-Rosa Baladad
14668 Bladdlush Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

This business is cor,ducted by
Individual.
~et~n~::~~~=
~~,~ .name(s) listed above on
3
I declare that all the lnfonnatial in
this statement is true and correct.
!~ = = = ~ : : ~ ~
to be false is guity of a Cline.)
s/. Eqwart1 Costa. Jr.
The filillg of this statement does
not of 11sett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common raw (sec. 1440 el seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rivernide or, 03/05/08.
I hereby certify that this COllY is a
correct copy of the original statementor, file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clenc. A new
Fictnious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that.
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrmon law (See Seeton 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, Couoty Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-02927
p. 3127, 413, 4/10, 4117

The following peisoii(s) is (are)
doing busiless as:
RAM ENGINEERING, INC.
219 Goldfinch Ln.
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
RAM Engileering, Inc.
425 W. La Cadena Drive, Suite 116
Riverside, CA 92501
This business is conducted by
CorporaliOll.
,

Myra Alawar (NMN)

600 Cen~al Ave. #41
Riverside, CA 92507

This business is conducted by
Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet beg.m to
transact business under the fictitious name(s/ isled above.
I declare Iha all
infonnaliOll in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistraot who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is g.iilty of a aime.)
s/. Myra Alawar
The fiing of lhfs statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Couoty of
Riverside on 02/27/(J!,_
I hereby certify that !his copy is a
correct copy of the origilal statement or, file in my office. •
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires live years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf(. Anew
Fictitious
Busioess
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.

the

AMENDED

The following person(s) is (are)
doilg business as:
AMAZING
DRY
CARPET
CLEANING
40575 La Colima Road
Temecula, CA 92591
Riverside County

:'n!\~~est':'~
~
state of a Fictitious Business

Name in vi<>atioo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
commor, law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02528
p. Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

Gall)' Alan Moore
40575 La Colima Road
Temecula, CA 92591
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficli·
tious business name(s) listed
above.
·
I dedare that all the information in
this stalenoent is true and correct.

Ifie following person(s) is (are)

~~~ness is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ,fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that aN the informatial in
this statement is true and correct.

t===~i~~.

~

to be false is guity of a crime.) .
s/. Judith S. Baladad, Owner
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a flCtitious business
name in violaliOll of lhe rights of
another under federal, state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&II code)
County of

=t;,~the

I hereby certify that tlis copy is a
correct ~ of the original state~11~:fi n:~m~":.· business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County aenc. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed 'before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not nselt authorize the use in !tis
state ol a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
comm011 law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2008-02918
p. Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

The lollow,og person(s) is (are)

Edward Costa, Jr. (NMN)
2341 OWoodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

lion, you should appear at the
heamg and state your objections
or file written objections with the
court before the hearing. Your
appearance may be in person or
by your attorney. If you are a crecf.
nor or a (\Olltingent a-ednor of the
decedent, you must file your claim
with the court and mail a copy to
the personal representalive
appcinled by the court within four
months from the date of first
issuance of letters as provided in
Probate Code section 9100. The
time for filiog claims will not expire
before four months from the hear•
iog date noticed above. You may
examine the file kepi by the court
If you are a person interested in
the estate, you may file with the
court a Request for Special Notice
(fonn DE-154) of the filing of an
inventory and appraisal of estate
assets or of any petition or
account as provided in Probate
Code section 1250. A Request for
Special Notice form is available
fyom the court clenc. Attomey_!or
petilior,er: t,1ichael C. Conti (:itlN
227779), 901 S. State St., Ste.
100, Hemet, CA 92543, 951-652·
1400
p. 3127, 413, 4110

Raj Alawar (NMN)
600 Central Ave. 1141
Riverside, CA 92507

doing busioess as:
SNELLING STAFFING SERVICES
1485 Spru::e St., Ste. F
Riverside, CA 92570
Riverside County
The Vaughan Partnership
17844 Copper Queen Lane
Gavilan Hlfs, CA 92570
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Caporation:
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that aff the information ifl
this statement is true and correct.

t~t:=1::~:.=
kl be false is g.illty of a crime.)

s/. Susan Vaughan, CEO
The fiing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in -.olalion of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
, common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riv~ide or, 02!.28/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original slal&menl or, file ,i my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not Isett authorize the use in !tis
stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another lllder federal, sta1e or
common law (See Secoon 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Codjl).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-02611
p, 3127, 413, 4110, 4117
The following person(s) is (are)
dcing business as:
STAR SMILE COSMETIC TEETH
WHITl:NING
600 Central Ave. #41
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County

~ ~9v~~a~ARTNERSHIP
17844 Copper Q.ieen Lane
Gavia, Hllls, CA 92570
Riverside County

f~~~=~~hea~

to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Gall)' A. M'oore
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name il violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/07/08.
I hereby certify that this COllY is a
correct COllY of the original statementor, file in my office.
NOTICE: This. fictitious business
name statemeot expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the Couoty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be FM befon,
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the r'ghts of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
•
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerf(
FILE NO. R-2008-01678
p, 2121, 2/28, 316, 3113, Y27, 413.
4110, 4/1r

Bill Scolt Vaughan, President
17844 Copper O.Jeen Lane
Gavian Hlfs, CA 92570
Susan Rosa Vaughan, Treasurer
17844 Copper Queen Lane
Gavian Hllfs, CA 92570
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under lhe liclitious business oame(s) listed above on

811/07.

I decl.Me that all the informatial in
this statement is true and correct.

!~===~:~~

to be false Is guiltv ol a aime.)
s/. Bill Vaughan, President
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use 11
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under fed9!l!~ stale, or
common law (sec. 14'111 el seq. b
&pcode)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 02/28/08,
I hereby certify that this COllY is a
correct copy of the original statement 011 file il m_y office.
NOTICE: This ficliliou$ business
name statement expi'es live years
from the date ~ was filed il the
Office of the County Clerl<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
lime.
The filing of this statement does
not ltsett authorize the use in this
stale of a Fictitious Business
NrMne in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Seclion 14411,
Et Seq., Busiless and Professions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02610
p, Y27, 413, 4110, 4117

AMENDED

The falowing persor,(s) is (are)

~L~~~ss as:
HOT LUNCH AND BREAKFAST
LNE DEBT FREE
THINK FREE
THINK FREEDOM FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL FREEDOM FIGHTERS
EMERALD BENEFITS
LIVE BETTER FINANCIAL
SERVICES
BOX LUNCH
FREE YOURSELF FINANCIAL
30357 Twain Dr.
Menree, CA 92584
Riverside County
PO Box 2464
Temecula, CA 92593

NOTICE oF PETITION TO
ADMINISTl:R ESTATE OF:
FENDER EARL POLK
CASE NUMBER HEP001094
To all heirs, beneficiaries, cre<itora, contingent crediors, and per·
sons who may otherwise be interested in the will or estate, or both,
ot. FENDER EARL POLK, aka
EARL POLK. A Petition for
Probate has been fled by: Brian
Polk in the Superior Court of
Ca!Womia, County of: RIVERSIDE.
The Petition for Probate requests
that BRIAN POLK be appointed
as ~rsonal represenlalive to
admmister the estate of the decedeol. The petition requests the
decedent's will and codicils, Weni.,
be admitted to probate. The w,11
and any codicils a,e available for
examinalion in the file kept by the
court. The petnior, requests
authority to administer the estate
under
the
Independent
Administration of Estates Act.
(This authority will allow the personal representative to take many
actions without obtaining court
approval. Before taking certail
very important actions, however,
the personal representative will be
requred to give notice to interested persons unless they have
waived notice or consented to the
proposed action.) The ildependent admilistralion authority will be
granted unless an interested person files an objecliOll to the petilior, and shows QOOd cause why
the court should not grant the
authority. Ahearing 011 the petition
wlU be held in this court as foilOws:
Date: 4/15/08 Time: 8:30 Dept:
HMT, Superior Court of CalWornia,
County of Riverside, 880 N. State
St., Hemet, CA 92543. If you
object to the gran1ing of the peti-

Nelle Lianne Faukner
30357 Twain Dr.
Menifee, CA 92584
This business is cor,ducted by
Individual.
.l;.i~:n~~~s~~Jcfer~u\]J
tious business name(s) isled
above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct

!~~=~~:~a~

~-~e~~%~Ji: ol a crime.)

The filing of this statemeot does
not of ilseW authorize the use il
this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal state, or
commor, law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
statement filed with the County of
Riverside or, 01/30/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct cof.y of the original stal&-

=

~~

~ l~ :fi
business
name statement expires five years

from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County Clerl<. A new

✓

Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before
that
time.
The filing of this statement does
not itself authorize the use in this
state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professiions
Code).
Lall)' W. Ward, County Clenc
FILE NO. R-2008-01225
p, 2/21, 2128, 316, 3113, Y27, 413,

vertise
GET NOTICED by advertising•your
job announcements and legal notices
in our re-designed classified Section
Contact Our Advertising Departm·ent
951

c::I c:11~~ ifi ~cl·~

682.6070
The Black Voice News

951.&&2.&070

blackvoicenews.com

jc:>,b s

••~lac:.
100
200
300
3 50
445

Announc eme nts
Home & Bus ine s s Services
P e t s & Anima ls
M e r c h a ndise
Busin ess & Financ ia l

School s & Education
Jobs Wanted
En,ployme nt Opportunities

500
550
575

6 00
625
650

675

Deadline~
For In se rti o n s . c h a n ges a n d
T U ESDAY

3 : 00 P . M .

c~ n cellati ons:

HOW TO REACH US:
951 .682-6070

C o nunerci a l Rea l Est a t e
A pa rtn1 e nt s For Re nt
Cond o s & Tow n h omes For Rent
H ouses For Ren t
Rea l Est a t e For S<> l e
Conci o s & Tr.nv nhornes For Sa le
H o u ses For Sa l e

To m a il or Q!_ace your a d In p e rson :

4 2 9 0 Brockton Avenue
R.lveralcle. CA 9 2 5 0 1
L o bby H o u rs:
MON - F RI 9: 0 9

a . m . - 5:00

p .m .

~

•
•
•

•

-

-

·--_._...,_._, _ ___..__
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BAMA

the mid-1980's the phrase ·
"What Does Jesse Want?" symbolized
1he
mainstream
Democratic Party's un-readiness to accept an African
American at the top of the presidential ticket.
Then along comes Barack
.Hussein Obama-a biracial
graduate of Harvard Law
School with more intelligence,
public presence, and integrity
than a generation of Democratic
Presidential nominees com-.
bined. When he spoke at the
party's national convention in
2004 the world took note.
Believing that he would be just
a feel good story that would
help the party energize its
African American base and
compel young voters to the
polls, Obama's victories in predominately White states like
Iowa, Utah, and South Dakota
told · the party that a new day
was dawning. Never able to
truly reconcile its definitive history with its idealized public
image, especially in the wake of
stinging public critique's. by
Reverend
Wright ,
the
Democrats put the blame on

Continued from Page B-6

to maintain and strengthen the
nation's segregationist policies.
One must remember that both
the late· Senator J. Strom
Thurmond and former Senate
Majority leader and current
Mississippi Senator Trent Lott
~ere both originally Democrats.
Since
the
J960's
the
Democratic Party has engaged
in agonizing battles over the
role and the place of African
Americans within the Party. In
1964 the attempt by the
Mississippi
Freedom
Democratic Party to legally
integrate the Southern primary
system was undermined by
backroom deals negotiated by
future United States Vice
President Walter Mondale under
the direction of then-president
Lyndon Johnson. In 1968, the
racial, gender, and class-based
aspirations of younger party
members met with swift and
violent police action when they
challenged the entrenched party
leadership in Chicago. During

_

...--.,..
, ....,.._

◄
~t
~•-...-
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Obama and Wright.
over-used cliches . It was his
It was into this historic context moment and no other political
that "A More Perfect Union" figure in the history, of America
was addressed. Taking place in was more prepared, purposed,
Philadelphia with the spirits of or perfect for the task. In fact it
the country's founding fathers seemed as if he had waited a
looking on, Obama stated that lifetime to give this speech and
their work in crafting the he took his time making sure
Constitution was ultimately that everyone clearly upderunfinished because "it was stood his mission.
stained by this nation's original
At times he was frank and
sin of slavery". From that point painstakingly systematjc in layon it was clear that this would ing out his argument. Taking -a
be no ordinary speech and that page from Malcolm X, his tone
history, race, and religion were and timbre in the earliest parts
all going to be targets.
- of the address were delivered
At no point did Senator like a professor in a university
Obama become- the useless , lecture hall. The fact that J;ie
politically correct African even quoted Malcolm when he .
American public figure that cus- spoke about the "most segregattomarily seeks to please every- ed hour in American history"
one except his core Black con- also showed that his 20 years at
stituents. Moreover, his insis- Trinity United Church of Christ
, tence that he could not di own were not wasted at tea parties
the Reverend Wright, nor the and church socials . At times a
Black community, nor his at lecturer, at times a confessor,
times bigoted White grandmoth- and yes, at times a real preacher,
er finally threw a dose of wis- Barack Obama gave the world a
dom and reality into an full measure of the Black expeAmerican political spectrum rience with all of its interracial,
that has, especially in the era of inter-faith, interdenominational,
television, been characterized internally conflicted ~elf. At the
by meaningless sound bites and same time he compelled the

Democratic Party in particular
and America in general to finally confront its not-so perfect
past. Knowing that he had been
called for this specific time and
this specific work , Barack

Hussein Obama answered,
" Here am I Lord , send me!"

Worship Service
Sunday School • 9:30 AM
Morning Worship • 11 :00 AM
Sunday Evening • 6:00 PM

Thursday
Prayer + Bible Study • 6:00 PM
Mid Week Worship • 7:00 PM
Friday
Noon Day Prayer• 12:00 NOON

Superintendent Lawrence C.
&Olivia Ash

951.686.1757
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC ~ 5595 MOLINA WAY~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O. BOX 3416 ~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416

Antioch Missionary_ Baptist Church
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.

24470 Sophie Street
Perris, CA
951-657-5705

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I

(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building

"A church where everybody is somebody"

Weekly schedule of events

SUNDAY SERVICES

Sunday Church School

9:30
11 :00

Sunday
Wednesday
Friday

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11 :00a.m.
11:00a.m.

Hour of Power
Worship Hour
Noon day Prayer
Bible Study/Prayer
Youth Night

7:30
7:30

BIBLE STUD\'

9:00AM

Sunday Worship Service

10:30 AM

Wednesday Bible Study

7:00 PM
Ht:00 AM

Thursday Bibil! Study

7:00 p.m.

Langston

We Don't Do Church
We Do Ministry

§ood 'News Community Church
Full Gospel Baptist
Fellowship
178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

951.683.2916
Jesus name•
lfflnhipStrvict Sunday 9:3011.111. - 12 noon
Ctntrlll Park (Craftm Den)
11200 BrlSlline Rd.
Rancho Cuco11onga, CA
(NW Comer ofMilliken and Base/int)

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@imanitemple.net

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Night Service

9:30AM
11 :OOAM
7:00PM

Tue day Night Pastoral Teaching

Bible Study

8:00PM

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

-tion(M4M)
Thu.sday
Foth C0nmnty B<blo Study .. .. . .. ..
Saturday
TepNla, Pny" Move .

Jubilee House of Praise for
ALL Nations

• ..

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(951) 485-6993

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509

9:30 a.m.

Administrative Office ..... ... . : ...... .. ... ..(95 1) 684-6480

Praise c•t ·t rnatlonal
How to Become aMillionaire Tues 6:30 pm
God's Purpo~for Your Life Tues 6:30 pm
Youth Entrepreneurial Training Sat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship Services Sat 11 :()() am
15854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy

Fontana, CA 92336

12:30 pm

Malling: P.O. Bolt 1119

Fontana. CA 92334

7:00 p.m.

www.rainboweommaaity.org

SHEPHERD'S

Gospel Time
Sunday • 1:00 pm
for Advertisement call
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134

An Arena for the miraculous

820 Larch Drive, Colton, Ca 92324
(909) 825-2258 / Direct (951) 897-9952
KPRO Radio 1570 AM - Wed. 2:00 pm & Sat. 5:45 pm

Order oF
., Services
Sunday School .
8:30 am
Sunday Mom. Worship 10:00 am
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 pm
Thursday Bible Revival 7:00 pm

Valley Fellowship Seve~th Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

Apostle Iris Hailu a

'D
~~
Sunday School 10am
Sunday AM Service l lam-l:30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm

Weekly Service
SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worsh ip 11 :00 am
5:00 pm
Youth Service

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

5:00 pm
7:00 pm

Rev. Robert
Edwards

.(909) 688-1570

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER ·
"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

(909) 873-5380
Order of Services

Sunday School
Worship Service

Miracle Monday Prayer

Tuesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer

9:00 am
10:30 am
10:00am
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

Pastor Darryl J.
Udell Sr.
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570AM • Sat. 12:00 pm Co-Pastor Rita Udell

Temple Missio11m:v Baptist Church
~

~J/1 ~-◄..I

,.

~

I 583 W. Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 924) I
(909) 888-2038

~"

,t

r.

Pastor Raymond and.
Cheryl Turner

0/WI ll ti/ \I U\ I< I \
Sunda) Worship Service, 7:30, 9:30 & I1:30 A M.
Communion First Sunday after eacb seNicc
Sunday School 8:A.M.. 9:45 A.M. and 11:00A.M.
Baplllm 2nd & 41h Sunday 9:30 A.M.
3rd & lib Sunday 11 :30 A.M.
New Member Oncntauon Wednesday N1gh16:00P.M.
Mid,Wttlc Wonhip Strvice Wednesday Night 7:00P.M.
Right Hand of Fello11,JHp Wednesday ~,gt,1 7:00P.M.

Tbe Cburcb HELL Dido't Waot To See Happeol

1/~7~1,

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

WEDNESDAY

www.wwjesus.org

with

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight- 1 AM
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

10:30AM
7:00 PM
3rd S11urdays

11 :00 a.m.

Sunday School .......•...• . ...... . . . , .. .• ... . . ...9:30 am
Sunday Worship . .... . . . ..... . ....... . . ..... ..... 11 :00 am
Tuesday Bible Study ... . .... . .. . ...... . .. . .........7:00 pm
Brotherhood (I st Saturdays) . '. .... . ..• .......... . . ..8:30 am
Youth Night (4th Friday) .... . ..•...•...... . .. ......6:00 pm

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

~iPIRr.cD lL~rwCID A.00
Highway to Heaven Broadcast

5:00AM
9:00AM
l}JOAM

Rainbow Commun

MT CALVARY
MISSIONARY BAYl'IST CHURCH

Pastor & Mrs.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

IVEEKLY SERVICES
Dai.ly In""""")' l'nlytr
Sunday !Jl1ffl:eSSOIY l'nlyer
Sunday Impact lnslituk ,l Lead<r,t,ip Dev,lopmen1
Sunday V,clorious C,i<b12uoo ,l Worship
Wednesday l'nly,r & Bible S1udy
Prayer Fellowsh1ip & Potluck

www.maritemple.ne1

"YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 WRD, TO
RECEIVE GWRY AND IJONOR AND
POWER, FOR YOU CREATED ALL
THINGS, AND BY YOUR W/U THEY
EXIST AND \VERE CREATED."

7:00 pm .

levonzo Gr~y, Sr.

1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376
(95 1) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com
Senior Pastor & Visionary Prophetess R. R. Lindsay, D.D.

.8:00a"TI

Sunday Momong. Thlono Raom •. • •
IPG mani Power Generation ('tooth Cl!Uldl) .
v- Concept, NewMembef>Cla,s .. . . ... .
Faith and Bapbm New Communily Clffl
Slrlday COmmunity WQISljp Celeorotion
PHAT Tuesday 1st & 3rd d eac:h monlh
w.mon Seeking Christ (l'ISC) .. . .. .

Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.)

(f)IJ9) 481-1836

Sonday

·

7:00 pm

Wednesday 5:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Central Park (Ol;los llfflJ

Service Schedule
Schedul, of Worship S,rvice

11:30 am

Bible Study

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship ·
1024 N. "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662

Weekly Services

653-8631 Office • 653-8634 Pastor
653-8680 FAX
. 23932 Ales:;andro Blvd. • MORENO VAilEY
CornerHeacock&Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

Randy D, Triplett
Pastor &Founder
Dis/rid Elder

Visit A Church

Of Your Choice

Let Them Know

You Saw It In ...

The Black Voice News

Building Better Communities
Thursday, March _27, 2008:
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"Here Am I Lord, Send Me!"

Historic Analysis of senator Barack Obama's "A More Perfect Union" Speech :
~

Obama spoke with a level of
frankness and heart-wrenching
honesty not often seen in
American politics. Although
some have compared the speech
to John Kennedy's address on
religion during the 1960 presidential campaign, Senator
Obama's confessional is a product of the historic struggle for
Black equality in America.
In 1960, John Kennedy was

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Or. Daniel E. Walker
.
COMMENTARY
: On Tuesday, March 18, 2008
Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama delivered a
speech on race and religion that
be analyzed, reprinted , and
quoted for generations to come.
3'itled "A More Perfect Union",

;,m

Sen. Barack Obama

later the issue of race was going Party that stood staunchTi
to come to the forefront of his against the abolition of slavery,
historic run for the presidency.
In 1868 the Democratic Party
Although some are a bit sur- national slogan for the presidenprised that concerns regarding cy was " This is a White Man's
race have come from within the . Country, Let the White Man
Democratic Party, the reality is Rule." Throughout the period o
that race and the treatment of Jim Crow, it was the Sou'therri
African Americans has always wing of the Democratic Party;
been a volatile issue for the called "Dixiecrats" , that fought
Democrats. During the early
. See OBAMA, Page B-5
1800's it was the Democratic

continually faced with questions
regarding his religion. Seeking
to become the first Catholic
elected to the presidency, he
gave his famous speech in order
to address his critics. While
Obama's words came in the
midst of a two-three week controversy over comments made
by his pastor, the Reverend
Jeremiah A. Wright', everyone in
America knew that sooner or
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LOCATION

PtelorJuMo A.. I
Dr. ffltmll L.A.Mu.Jo

A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching

SERVICE ScH ■DULB

Worehlp Service
8:00 am & 11 :00 •m
Bibi• Study (Wedn..day)
12:00 noon & 7 :00 pm
Chllclren'• Churoh
11 :00 am (3rd 6 4th Sunday)

•

17925 IRIS AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

New Jo Ba tist Church
311 East Fifth Street
Perris Callfomla, 92570
(951)157-3787
Fax (951) 940-4397
"l Cor. 13:13 Bu, now abld,dafailh, hop,, lov,,
th,s, thr,1;
gr,at,st o/th,s, is lov,."

5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602
Weekly Services

and,.,.,

• Wora~lp Strvlct • 7:18 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM
• Blblt Study • W1dn11d1y • 12 Noon & 7:00PM

• Youth Blblt Study • Tutlday • S:48-7:00PM

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Rel'. l'a11/ S. M1111fi1rd, M. Dir.
·
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
& Fir.,·t l .ady Shirley Jlu11fi1rd
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.
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Bllhop"'"1'y8. l
Dr. . . . . .

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

CHURCH O,S ALL NATIONS (A ,tw L'oNi-=:..:;M::::;1111=;.i.;:;=::;1700 W. H......_ A _

._..........,CAU404

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,

CA
(951) 359-0203
_Weekly Se,vices
Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children·• Church
·r ues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bible Studies

8:30 a.m .
(Adults only)
8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m .
(Available)
10:00 a.m .
7:00 p.m .

(rt•nt·rrtl11•n··

5970 Llmonltt Avtnut
Rlvtr,idt, C.llfomla 92509

(951) 682-4407
9Jnday School
1O:OOam
Momlng SeMc:e
11 :OOam
Bli. Study~
7:00pm
Com• Clrpw • Wg[lhl9 Wjfb V•
Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

(909) 187-9616 • (951) 675-7201
ror dta:hmboNtnerinns w nw kueel ,n ·

=

llmalt: "11Mk>nl eoo1....... kotopmleoo1.....

WWI Y$ERVJCES
10:00Lm, 11:00Lm. 6:00p.m.

...., fram 5pm Billll.&lllll' JIii!

I

Fern Ymar Pcam"I

KQG.IIIBLE JNSTnVrE. n ..... a Fri. • ' ...
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